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IT'S A DEEP BURN
Losing weight means lifting
weights, says Stud Life
...
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COUNTRY FRENCH KISSES
Wilf s Last Band Standing provides collage of sound in battle
of student musicians. Find out who won
...
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Staff try to
unionize
student jobs
Arbitration could force campus student workers to
join Staff Association; students'underpaid'
STEVE NILES
STAFF WRITER
Over 1000 student workers could
be carrying union cards in the fu-
ture depending on the outcome of
discussions currently underway
between the Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity Staff Association (WLUSA)
and university administration.
Students employed by the WLU
students' union (WLUSU) would
be exempt from any changes, but
those working for the LaurierBook-
store, InformationTechnology Ser-
vices, the library and the athletics
department could soon be brought
under the WLUSA umbrella.
"Over time, I think we would
start to see them becoming more
full-time or regular part-time
staffpositions not inhabited by
students."
-
AllisonRoberts, WLU VP: Human Resources
WLUSA President Keith Goulet
feels that the unionizationof these
jobs would benefit students.
"Theuniversity is taking positions
that are typically staff association
positions and giving them to stu-
dents so that they can save a whole
lot ofmoney on labour," Goulet told
the Cord. He added that a number
ofstudents are being underpaid.
Goulet said the union feels all
positions that fall under the col-
lective agreement should become
unionizedunderWLUSA.
As a result, employed students
could see a significant increase in
their hourly wages to align them
with the book rate from the collec-
tive agreementbetween the univer-
sity and WLUSA, he says.
Goulet assured students that the
increase in wages would signifi-
cantly outpace the union dues stu-
dent employees would be obliged
to pay, and that they'd be given vot-
ing rights if the unionization takes
place.
"If they're part of the organiza-
tion then they deserve to have a
vote," he said.
WLUSA currently represents
over 400 employees in technical,
clerical and office positions, but
the proposed changes could see
that triple.
AllisonRoberts, vice-president of
human resources for Laurier, feels
that the potential unionization of
student labour will have some sig-
nificant drawbacks for the school.
"We are looking to protect the op-
portunities on campus," she said.
One difficulty Roberts noted is
the hiring process that takes place
to fill this type of union job.
"Any position has to be posted
first internally before it's posted
externally, and it's granted based
on seniority, which means all of
the opportunities
would be avail-
able to staff before
they would ever
be available to the
student body," she
said.
"Over time, I
think we would
start to see them
becoming more
full-timeor regular
part-time staff po-
sitions not inhabited by students."
Because of these proposed
changes, part-time individuals
already within the union may
fill
newly available jobs,
whether or
not they are registered students.
"We're here to give [students]
their first experiences, but if some-
one from the external community
has experience and the student
does not, the external community
member will get preference be-
cause we have to go
with the most
qualified," explains Roberts.
A Laurier graduate and a former
employee at Wilf's herself,
Roberts
questions whether
the students
need to be unionized for
their
protection.
"For what are they paying those
dues? Generally, students aren't
looking for protection, they're
not
looking for job stability, they're
not
looking for working
conditions be-
cause they're not here
for the long
haul. They're here for some money
and experience... and
to have some
flexibility."
The 'sweetest'
win of them all
WLU Ladies Lacrosse becomes first team in OUA
ever to win four consecutive championships
MARK D. HOPKINS
CORD SPORTS
A topic of debate within the
sports world has always sur-
rounded the concept of a dy-
nasty. Is there a definitive ab-
solute that places a team into
this category of superiority? Is
winning a handful of league
championships worthy of this
acclamation?
The subject will continue to
be discussed ad nauseum. How-
ever, it would be near impossible
to describe the Golden Hawks
women's lacrosse team without
using words such as dominance,
determination, and perhaps
even dynasty.
After promptly disposing of the
under-matched McGill Martlets
on Saturday in the OUA semifi-
nals, Laurier watched their arch
rivals from Queen's slip past the
University of Toronto to set up a
dream gold-medal match.
The championship game mir-
rored the 2005 title bout that saw
the Golden Hawks squeak past
the Golden Gaels on a Kirsten
Gerrie overtime tally.
The much-anticipated 2006
version did not fail to disap-
point either. The frosty air and
frigid winds swirling through
University Stadium set the table
for a feat that would not disap-
pear from the minds of the 300
fans and onlookers on Sunday
afternoon.
With the opening twenty min-
utes markedby two yellow cards
and sloppy passes, the Golden
Gaels managed to maintain ball
control for the majority of the
first half, despite not getting on
the scoreboard.
Sydney Helland
SUMO IMPOSTERS - Students showed up for class in full costume yesterday. More on pages 12-13.
City votes Nov 13
APRIL ROBINSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The two candidatesrunning for mu-
nicipal councillor in
Ward 7 want
students to vote November 13, but
aren't quite sure how to do it.
Last Thursday evening Sher DiCic-
cio and incumbent lan McLean
facedoff in a "Meetthe Candidates"
forum at the Centre for Internation-
al Governance Innovation (CIGI).
Candidates spoke to around 60 vot-
ers in the Uptown Waterloo
loca-
tion, most of whom
looked over the
age of50.
"We've triedto get students voting
for years and years," said McLean,
who sits on the Town and Gown
Committee as current ward council-
lor. The committee brings together
city and university officials to deal
with student issues. He said that
if he was re-elected he would try
to get more student leaders on the
committee.
DiCiccio said she would like to
use technology to get more students
Sydney Helland
WARD 7 CANDIDATES Sher
DiCiccio and lan McLean.
SEE FOUR-PEAT PAGE 7
SEE UNION, PAGE 3
SEE MUNICIPAL, PAGE 4
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"I gotta say - my drinks have been druggedbefore,
andIhad a great time."
- Pinchy, questioningthe big deal aboutdaterape drugs
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News
Fac ofEd gaining steam
MARK ADAMSON
STAFF WRITER
Laurier is moving ahead with es-
tablishing its new faculty of edu-
cation, set to debut in the 2007-08
academic year. Sincethe July fund-
ing approval, Laurier staff have
been working to make sure that
everything will be in place when
September '07rolls around.
The school has already received
over 400 applications for the new
faculty from prospective students
and expects many more to apply
beforethe Decemberdeadline.
"It's possible we'll receive as
many as a thousand," said Dr. Sue
Horton, Laurier's VP: Academic.
Of the applications received thus
far, more than 60 of the applicants
have indicated that WLU is their
first choice.
The Faculty of Education will
be located on the third floor of the
Bricker Academic Building, which
was used as a large exam room up
until renovations earlier this year.
Four classrooms on the floor will
be retained, and the remaining
space on the floor will be convert-
ed into offices for the faculty and
lounge space for students.
The school had not always
planned on using the renovated
third floor to house the new fac-
ulty. "That was just pure accident,"
said Horton. "We didn't know we'd
get approval at the time we did
thoserenovations."
The school expects the faculty to
outgrow its Bricker home in time,
but plans to keep enrollment at
70 students for the first two years
of the program. After two years, it
will need to be re-accredited, and
at that time, expansion may be
considered.
Currently, WLU is advertising for
two faculty members to be hired
for January 2007. When those po-
sitions are filled, the faculty will
begin recruiting for four full-time
faculty positions to begin work in
July.
This week, accreditation docu-
mentationwill be sent to the On-
tario College of Teachers, with
whom Laurier has been working
informally since May. The accredi-
tation document outlines all as-
pects of Laurier's propositions for
howthe faculty willbe run.
"You have to talk about the
quality of the faculty, the program
outline, how long the placements
are, how you're going to assess the
students," explained Horton. "It's
really detailed:"
Laurier is expecting a site visit
fromthe Ontario College ofTeach-
ers sometime in January. The col-
lege will inform Laurier whether
or not accreditation for the faculty
has been approved by the month
of April.
TheFaculty of Educationis then
planning to issue offers to pro-
spective students by February,
and those students must respond
by mid-April if they wish to enroll.
Though timing on accreditation
approval and student acceptance
deadlines is tight, the administra-
tion is confident thataccreditation
is imminent.
"It's not whetheryou're passing
the bar or not. It's really to work
with you to make sure you've un-
derstood all the details of things
that have to be done," explains
Horton. "They may require chang-
es in whatwe're proposing, but we
will be able to make the changes,
and we will get accreditation."
"They've advised us that they
have never refused accreditation
before," she added.
"Accreditation will happen.
That's not really an issue," said
Dr. Lynne Hannay, who is work-
ing with Laurier from the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education,
and spearheading the drafting
of the accreditation documents.
"There will be some conditions to
it, but that's natural for the first
year."
Those involved with the new
faculty have high hopes for suc-
cess, and hope that students will
appreciate the opportunity to en-
roll in this professional program in
the tri-city area. "People from this
area, or people who'vehad experi-
ence with Laurier and really liked
the experience will want to stay
here," said Horton.
"I think we've developed a
very innovative program," added
Hannay.
Tony Ferguson
NOT QUITE DONE - This temporary classroom on the third floor of the Bricker Academic Buidling will pro-
vide a learning space until the new faculty of education is ready to move on to a bigger facility.
Making the grade in the States
Heavy competition for teachers in Ontario
leading many across the border; roots of surplus
go back almost ten years, says OCT consultant
ADRIAN MA
CUP ONTARIO BUREAU CHIEF
WATERLOO, Ont. (CUP) - Those
who can't do, teach. It's a com-
mon refrain used to describe those
working as educators - a phrase
that's almost as unaffectionate as
putting thumbtacks on their chairs
when they're not looking.
Talk to any teacher and they'll
tell you what it means to feel un-
derappreciated. In 2006, the On-
tario College of Teachers (OCT)
released a study that indicates
teachers in Ontario experience job
stress nearly twice as high as the
nationalaverage.
Amongst complaints of time
constraints and school politics,
teachers cited upset parents as
significant sources of anxiety. The
report also revealed that teachers
feel parents and students have be-
come far more disrespectful in re-
cent years, and includedsome dis-
turbing anecdotes from instructors
who have been threatened with
violence, even at gunpoint, over
bad grades.
"It's more than the eight-hour
work day," said Mark Bieksa, a re-
cent graduate of the University of
Western Ontario (UWO) and an
aspiring teacher. For several years
Bieksa has volunteered his time
teaching in one way or another
-
from coaching basketball at in-
ner-city high schools to working
as a student-teacher at his former
high school in Ancaster. He has
seen firsthand the frustrations in-
volved with being a teacher.
"I wasn't exactly the poster boy
of being a perfect student myself,"
he said. "But I've also seen the
difference a teacher can make in
someone's life and it's worth all
the stress."
It's the idealistic nature of teach-
ing that may explain why, despite
the chronic stress and unspec-
tacular salaries (between $38,000
and $70,000 a year according to
TeachlnOntario.ca), over 80 per-
cent of the 1,000 educators polled
are happy with their profession
and would recommend it. This
may also explain why Ontario stu-
dents are applying to teachers col-
leges in record numbers- and why
competition to become a teacher
is the fiercest it's been in quite
some time.
"The numbers of applications
have gone up dramatically in the
last five to six years," said Ben Par-
enteau, an academic advisor at the
University of Ottawa's faculty of
education.
In 2006, the Ontario Universi-
ties' Application Centre (OUAC)
received 52,200 applications from
nearly 16,000 students wishing to
attend teachers college - the high-
est number of applications ever.
The University of Ottawa in par-
ticular received the most interest
with 7,238 applications, closely
followed by York University with
just under 7,000. Only 1,200 spots
are open in Ottawa's Bachelor
of
Education programand Parenteau
noted that the majority of their
students have grades "well into the
high 80s."
Representatives ofOCT estimate
that about 8,000 spots exist in On-
tario teachers colleges, meaning
half of the applicants are rejected
and forced to look for teaching
certification outside of Ontario. In
recent
years, places like Australia
have become popular destina-
tions, but the majority of Ontario
students looking for a degree in
educationoutside ofCanada travel
across the US border.
Mark Bieksa left UWO with a
business degree and a B average,
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Amanda Lane, a student supervi-
sor at the bookstore, agreed.
"I don't think it's really neces-
sary; I feel secure in my job," she
said.
"It's ridiculous that they haven't
even considered what we would
think," she added. "They should
definitely in the future consider
student input."
Discussions regarding this is-
sue began this summer in hopes
of finding an amicable agreement.
Until recendy, the student body
has largely been unaware of the
potential unionization. WLUSU
President Allan Cayenne was
only made aware of the issue in
September.
While he is quick to acknowl-
edge that both parties involved
have no official mandate to dis-
cuss this matter with the student
body, the inclusion of his office
from the beginning would have
beenappreciated.
"I am making sure I am getting
all the information necessary on
this issue," he said. "Part of my
problem with it, that I raised with
both sides, is the lack of inclu-
sion of students over the summer
months when these negotiations
were going back and forth."
But thepotential ramificationsof
the unionizationof student labour
stretch far beyond the employees
themselves. One major consid-
eration that must be addressed
is if wages are increased in posi-
tions such as the bookstore, prices
may as a result also increase, said
Roberts.
"If
your
labour costs go up ...
you have to cover them in other
ways," she said. "If prices don't go
up, then perhaps fewer jobs will
be offered to students, as well as
shorter hours."
While no steps have been taken
since the end of the discussion in
the summer, an official grievance
from the union is likely to be the
next step. If both sides failagain to
reach consensus, arbitration will
likely follow.
"If this goes to arbitration and
an arbitrator thinks all students
should be in WLUSA, then they
will be, and they can't as a group
elect not to be part of the group,"
said Roberts.
Laura Purchase
UNION DEBATE - Hawk Desk employee Amanda Zaccaria could soon find herself in the WLUSA union.
VOCAL CORD
Should student
workers on campus
be unionized?
"No. It makes employees pretty
lazy and they would slack off more,
especially with service industry jobs."
- David Dacosta
Third-Year Business
"No. There are fees involved with being
part of the union and in the end it isn't
really worth it."
-ienna Longdate
Second-Year Political Science
"Yeah. Student workers are all equal
and the entire education system is
unionized so students should be too."
- Chris Lee
First-Year English
"No. I see students in the summer all
the time. There are ten of them doing a
job meantfor one person."
-Jeremi Lindstrom
Fifth-Year History/Political Science
"No. Because there's so many students,
ifyou fire them, they'll only hire more
students."
- Nate Douglas
Fourth-Year Business
Compiled by David Goldberg, photos by
Laura Purchase
First-year surplus dwindles
Final enrollment numbers see smaller increase
than expected; decrease is 'totally predictable,'
says VP: Academic Sue Horton
LAURA CARLSON
STAFF WRITER
With final counts in, the Laurier
registrar has revealed that the
number of first-year students start-
ing out at Laurier this September
was lower than expected.
Sue Horton, VP: Academic at
Laurier, says this drop in numbers
is "totally predictable." Assuming
that some will change their minds
before September, the university
typically accepts more students
over the summer months. But, by
closing off admission in May,
the
university ensured that their sur-
plus of first-years, in excess of 500
in late July, wasn't any higher than
needbe.
"We might expect attrition from
about 100 students. Last year we
might have taken another 150
stu-
dents during the summer,
this year
we didn't," Horton explains.
Despite taking measures to
de-
crease the number of incoming
Laurier students, Horton states
that "we will have about 100 stu-
dents in first year more than we
had this time last year. That's 350
more than we wanted, because we
wanted to take fewer."
James Butler, VP: Finance and
Administration at Laurier, says
that this increase in Frosh is reflec-
tive of many universities in On-
tario. "The system is up five per-
cent in first year. We were up eight
percent."
Butler explains that in accor-
dance to the multi-year action
plan set forth by the provincial
government, one of the targets is
to increase the numberof students
who attend post-secondary edu-
cation. "The ministry is expecting
that universities will take more
students."
To accommodate for the in-
crease in numbers at Laurier, the
university is working to expand
and update its campus. "We've
tried to do renovations in the Ath-
letic Centre [and] Willison Field.
We're trying to modernize class-
rooms and that's why there's a $ 12-
million dollar renovation going on
at the DAWB."
The university is also "further
expanding co-op and career ser-
vices, [and] putting more positions
into the Student Services. The li-
brary has seen some investments,
as well as Learning Services," says
Butler.
"Laurier is becoming a popular
place to come, so [the increas-
ing number of students] is a good
news, bad news thing," says Butler.
Glennice Snyder, the acting
registar at Laurier, echoes Butler's
thoughts.
"Although we didn't want to
[take extra students], they're all
good students. All areas have ex-
perienced an increase in the qual-
ity ofstudents."
While Snyder recognizes that
increasing its numberswas not the
direction the university wanted to
take this year, she feels that many
factors work together to add to the
number of students who accept
admission.
Snyder points to Laurier's
solid reputation, winning the Va-
nier Cup last year, maintaining a
competitive scholarship grid and
pioneering new and innovative
programs.
"We do our best to predict the
uptake of students, but at the end
of the day there are a lot of factors
out there," says Snyder.
The unofficial first-year count
is 3561, which is still 461 over the
university's initial target, but that
numberincludes transfer students
and those that were forced to re-
peat first year courses, making it
difficult to determine precisely
what the summer attrition rate
was.
To ensure that Laurier stays
on target, Snyder feels that "it's
[about] education, doing the best
we can [and], taking into the con-
sideration all the factors of the re-
cruiting system."
Although drastically increasing
the number of university students
is not a goal at Laurier, the univer-
sity will continueto advertise, seek
out quality students, and send ad-
mission offers to those who meet
the entrance average.
Correction: In "Campus beating" in the Oct. 25, 2006 issue of the Cord, we reported that the victim walked Jessica Foster
to her friend's house on Bricker Avenue. This
was not true. The victim actually walked with Jessica Foster as part of a group
to the Concourse on Laurier campus. In the same article, the subheadline stated that the alleged assaulter, Brock Schultz, is
in police custody.
He was arrested in connection with the beating, but was not taken into police custody. The Cord sincerely
regrets the errors.
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WLUSA grievance likely
FROM UNION, COVER
involved in municipal elections.
"It's important that students feel
included," she said. "I'm happy to
come talk to them on campus any
time."
DiCiccio told the crowd that she
has an "excellent rapport with stu-
dents," having worked in the social
services department and several
committees.
McLean emphasized the signifi-
cance of students getting involved.
"It's important to get on the vot-
ers list," he said.
Other topics of the evening
ranged from uptown parking to the
crisis with the KW Symphony to
development on the Waterloo mo-
raine to creating a light rail transit
system in the tri-cities.
The candidates briefly touched
upon the issue of student housing
during the debate.
DiCiccio said she had witnessed
student horror stories with flood-
ing and housing in bad repair with
landlords unreachable. "I'd like
to look at the bylaws in place," she
said.
McLean said he had been in-
volved with a recent accommoda-
tion study which put a series of
policies in place, seeking the best
way to house students within the
Waterloo community.
But there is only so much the city
can do, he said.
"Affordable housing is a provin-
cial responsibility."
Although the entirety of WLU
sits within the ward, student issues
were barely touched upon and only
a handfulofstudents were in atten-
dance.
DiCiccio works as the executive
director at the Waterloo Communi-
ty Arts Centre, known as the Button
Factory. McLean has represented
the ward for the past three years
and runs a consulting firm.
A similar meeting for mayoral
candidates will be held November
9 in the Hauser Haus Room at the
Waterloo Memorial Recreation
Complex at 7:00 pm.
Ward 7 includes Wilfrid Laurier
University and all of its residenc-
es, Uptown Waterloo and borders
from University Avenue West to
Weber Street North. Students living
north of WLU vote in Ward 6. One
councillor from each ward, along
with the city mayor, will be elected
November 13.
First-year students can vote in
the Concourse. Off-campus stu-
dents can find out where to vote
by calling 519-747-8777 or visiting
www.city.waterloo.on.ca.
Sydney Helland
PUBLIC FORUM - Sher DiCiccio and lan McLean speak to members of the community during the Ward 7
debate at the Centre for InternationalGovernance Innovation building on Erb St.
but was turned away from every
teachers college in Ontario he ap-
plied to - including Western. Still,
he was committed to entering the
profession and applied to Niagara
University, a small campus of 3,200
students located in New York State.
The school's proximity to Ontario
(a 10-minute drive from the Ni-
agara Falls border) is attractive for
Canadianstudents.
"I'd say that one-third of our
faculty of education students are
Canadian," said Evan Pierce, the
director of graduate admissions at
Niagara University.
The academic entrance stan-
dards are more relaxed at Niagara
- the school looks for "B averages
with secondary in-field experi-
ence," explained Pierce.
Bieksa was accepted but was ap-
prehensive about going to school
in the US. While he would be able
to obtain the credentials he needed
to become a teacher, the US$lB,OOO
tuition is about three times more
expensive than going to teach-
ers college in Ontario. He does
not qualify for financial assistance
through Ontario's student loan
program, and, being Canadian, is
ineligible for bursaries run through
Niagara University.
lenn Thompson, 24, is a graduate
of McMaster University and one of
Bieksa's classmates. She managed
to finish her undergraduate degree
debt-free, but had to approach Sco-
tiabank for a private loan of$10,000
in order to attend Niagara Universi-
ty. A friend ofhers, whoalso went to
an American teachers college, now
has debts "in excess of $30,000."
However, some students don't
mind paying the higher cost.
Schools in Ontario primarily of-
fer Bachelor of Education degrees,
while American programs like Ni-
agara University offer a Master of
Education. In Ontario, the only re-
quirement to work as a teacher is
a B.Ed., but in the US, teachers are
required to have a master's degree
or be in the process of attaining
one.
Because of reciprocity agree-
ments, becoming certified in New
York State provides employment
opportunities in 41 other states, as
well as in Ontario. Having the abil-
ity to teach in both countries is the
precise reason why Laurier gradu-
ate Julie Pine chose Niagara Uni-
versity over schools in Ontario.
"IfI would have just went to a Ca-
nadian teachers college, I'd only be
able to teach in Ontario," said Pine.
"It's just impossible to get a job in
Ontario."
Ontario is currently experienc-
ing a significant teacher surplus,
resulting in stiff competition for
jobs. Only 45 percent of teachers
in Ontario who graduated in 2003
foundregular teaching posts within
the first
year, according to the OCT
-
down from 70 percent of new
grads in 2001.
Frank Mclntyre, human resourc-
es consultant for the OCT, said that
the roots of the surplus go back to
the late 19905, when the province
was preparing to deal with a large
spike in retirement by teachers
hired in the '60s and '70s. The OCT
called on the government to fund
10,000 new spaces in faculties of
education.
"We've got enrollments that
are higher than ever because we
ramped our schools to meet our de-
mands from before," said Mclntyre.
The shortage was declared over
in 2005, but interest in the profes-
sion grew substantially and so did
the workforce
-
the increase in
funding to Ontario programs and
the continued growth of US border
schools resulted in the introduc-
tion of 12,000 newteachers into the
province between2000 and 2005.
Mclntyre says with the exception
ofFrench, math, and science teach-
ers, the "tough times" for young
teachers will continue.
The US may present an attrac-
tive alternative for aspiring teach-
ers wishing to escape Ontario's
crowded job market. Tom Scheira,
an education instructor at Niagara
University, said many states in
America are dealing with severe
teacher shortages.
"Some school districts like Mary-
land, Virginia ... they're offering
incentive packages, US $5,000 to
$20,000 signing bonuses," Scheira
said. "There are jobs there."
California, Texas, Georgia and
Florida are among the states being
hit hardest by the lack of teachers,
and are drawing from employee
pools outside theUS. Florida in par-
ticularwas facedwith nearly 30,000
vacant teaching posts this past fall
- almost double the amount in pre-
vious years. Interest in entering the
teaching profession is not nearly
as high as it is in Canada, and with
aboutone-thirdofAmerica's teach-
ers 55 or older, the shortages are
anticipated to only get worse.
Vincent Rinaldo is the program
co-ordinator at Niagara Univer-
sity's college of education and a
former teacher in Ontario. He said
that chasing opportunities wher-
ever they are is something that this
new generation of teachers should
be prepared to do.
"I don't know that teaching is
a 35-year profession anymore,"
Rinaldo said. "Decades ago, you
would go to university, go to teach-
ers college, and then get a job
teaching - often at the local schools
where you're from. But mobility is
something teachers now have to
dealwith."
NEWS IN BRIEF
Report cards are in
The Globe and Mail came out
with their University Report
Card 2006 yesterday, similar to
Maclean's annual evaluation.
In 2005, WLU placed in the top
10 universities in Canada in the
small-medium category (4,000-
12,000 students).
Laurier repeats the feat in the
2006 edition, ranking with the
likes of Trent and the Univer-
sity of Winnipeg, in both overall
quality of education and student
satisfaction.
Eachuniversity is broken down
into such categories as variety
of courses, class sizes, librar-
ies, and student union. Laurier
ranks anywhere from a B+ to an
A across the categories, receiving
A- overall.
Mock funeral by CFS
Students are upset that the On-
tario government is getting rid
of old legislation to keep univer-
sity and college tuition rates at a
standstill.
Supporters for the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS)
staged a funeral on Monday to
protest the actions of the Mc-
Guinty government. The Ontario
chairperson for the CFS, Jesse
Greener, talked about the day of
mourning.
"It was great!" Greener said
about the day. Protestors dressed
in black, while some carried ros-
es, which were dropped on the
empty casket. It read, in white
letters, "Rest In Peace: Afford-
ablePost-Secondary Education."
Once the procession reached
Queen's Park, a eulogy was read
and a guest speaker from the
NDP, Rosario Marchese, spoke to
the assembly. Petitionswere then
delivered to legislation that con-
tainedover 25,000 signatures.
Zehr proud of award
Kitchener Mayor Carl Zehr will
receive the Ontario Pharmacists'
Association (OPA) Visionary
Award. The OPA is recognizing
Zehr for having the newschool of
pharmacy built at the University
ofWaterloo.
"I was totally surprised and
very' honoured," said Zehr, on
learning that he would be the
inaugural recipient. But the
long-time mayor of Kitchener
was modest in noting that it was
not just he, but the whole team
of people who are responsible
for recognition in their efforts to
give a leg-up to the pharmaceuti-
cal community.
Zehr is very proud of what he
and his council have accom-
plished. "When you're trying to
dosomething, we're only limited
by our imaginations," he said.
The ceremony will take place
November 1 at 7:00 pm at the
Holiday Inn Conference Centre.
Compiled by David Goldberg
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Two horse race in Ward 7
FROM MUNICIPAL, COVER
Less pay but 'worth all the stress'
- FROM TEACHER, PAGE 2
Inspirational memorial
New memorial to be unveiled in Veteran's Green
park was inspired by others in Europe
DAVID GOLDBERG
CORD INTERN
It was two years ago when Kathryn
and John Dammon saw a vision for
the memorialat Veterans' Green.
John Dammon, whose father
fought in the Canadian Navy dur-
ing WWII, says the inspiration for
the new war memorial came when
he and his wife were in Europe and
saw the war monuments in France
at places like Verdun, Juno Beach
and Vimy Ridge.
"It would be really cool if we
could do something like this,"
Dammon mused, entranced by the
monumental pieces of stone.
They later came upon Timothy
Schmalz, a critically acclaimed
sculptor.
Now the City ofWaterlooand the
Veteran'sGreen project eagerly an-
ticipate the unveiling of Schmalz's
creation, which according to
Schmalz's business manager Tony
Frey, "was really an inspirational
journey for him."
Dammon said Schmalz was "ab-
solutely thrilled" when asked to
take on the project.
According to Frey, thewhole pro-
cess was a long one and Schmalz
divided his time between this as
well as some other projects as well.
But when it came to honouring the
veterans, he put his whole self into
the project.
Frey said of Schmalz, "He re-
ally bit off more than he could
chew with this one but he actu-
ally chewed it," describing how the
widely renownedartist tackled one
of his biggest projects yet.
Schmalz went through a lot of
preparation before setting out to
give life to something that he hoped
would capture the feelings of Cana-
dians. He interviewed a handfulof
veterans and their families. He also
surrounded his workspace with
photographs of the deceased sol-
diers from bloody war after bloody
war.
In the end, the 23-foot long by
16-foot high sculpture that ended
up costing roughly $300,000 pro-
duced something Dammon thinks
is, "just awesome." Also, much to
Dammon's delight, the money for
the project all came through fund-
raising in additionto corporate and
private donations.
While chipping away, Schmalz
would cast a glance for inspiration
to the faces ofyoung boys who nev-
er got the opportunity to become
men.
"And even for a guy who never
fought in any wars, he really felt
something for all this," answered
Frey, when asked whether Schmalz
had a personal connection to the
project or whether it was simply for
business-related convictions.
Dammon thinks the public will
react quite nicely. "They are abso-
lutely thrilled," he saidof the veter-
ans' impressions of the memorial,
which is a big step. He also feels it
will affect many younger genera-
tions in the present and the future.
"It's really amazing that it will be
[near the university campus] be-
cause so many young people will
be exposed to it,"he said. He added
that many of the
soldiers that lost
their lives on European soil were
not much older than the ones who
attend WLU or UW.
The memorial, which the public
can view on Schmalz's website at
http://www.sculpturebytps.com
and the Veterans' Green project
site at http://www.city.waterloo.
on.ca/veteransgreen/DesktopDe-
fault.aspx, is something very differ-
ent from other war memorials.
It depicts one veteran ina wheel-
chair, downtrodden by life and ex-
perience. He is slighdy bent over
with his arm extended, a poppy
grasped in his fingers. Behind him
marches a trail of soldiers from ev-
ery war in Canada's history, right
back to the War of 1812. The line of
soldiers
gets
smaller and smaller
until it dissipates into nothing and
gives the illusion that it is never
ending.
The unveiling is set for this Sun-
day, November 5. It will open with
a parade at 12:30 pm that starts at
Central Street, then goes to King
StreetandUniversity Avenue where
it ends across from WLU at the Vet-
erans' Green Park.
The day's events also include
a ceremony
before the unveiling
where attendeeswill hear from mil-
itary officials, veterans and project
organizers. People will also have a
chance to meet the artist, Timothy
Schmalz.
Contributed Photo
GOING BACK IN TIME - The $300,000 Veteran's Green sculpture, representing wars that Canadians fought
in dating back to the war of 1812, will be unveiled this Sunday.
BAG O'CRIME
Trespassing
Community Safety & Security was
advised of an incident that had
occurred 10 days prior involving
two male guests who harassed a
drunken female resident of the
building. Bothmaleswere advised
not to return to the university.
MedicalAssistance
Special Constables responded
to the Peters building for a male
student thathad collapsed during
a class. EMS was contacted and
transported the student to hospi-
tal for furthermedical attention.
Assist Police
Special Constables responded to
a student house on Marshall St
to assist Waterloo Regional Po-
lice with a situation involving two
Laurierstudents. The issue will be
forwardedto the JAC.
MedicalAssistance
A Special Constable responded to
the 2nd floor of 202 Regina St. to
assist a staff member complaining
of heart attack symptoms. EMS
was contacted and transported
the employee to hospital for fur-
thermedical attention.
FireAlarm
Special Constables responded to
Waterloo College Hall to investi-
gatea fire alarm and foundthat an
unknown person(s) had activated
a pull station on the first floor of
the east wing. Waterloo Fire de-
partment attended and cleared
the situation.
Property Damage
An unknownperson(s) attempted
to pull a sign from the ceiling on
the 2nd floor of the Arts Building,
resulting in the collapse of part
of the ceiling. Physical Plant was
notifiedandattended to make the
area safe until permanent repairs
couldbe done.
Theft Under $5000
A student reported that her purse
had been stolen after she left it in
the washroom.Various itemswere
in the purse, including identifica-
tionand a quantity of money.
Fire Alarm
Special Constables responded to
Little House A' wing 2nd floor to
investigate a fire alarm and found
that a smoke detector had activat-
ed due to a don cooking. Waterloo
Fire department attended and
cleared the situation.
If you have any information re-
garding this or any other incident
please call Community Safety &
Security at519-885-3333 or Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS. You
can also report a crime electroni-
cally through the Campus Safety &
Security website.
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• Complete 30-Hour Seminars
« Proven Test-Taking Strategies
■if Personalized Professional Instruction
112 Comprehensive Study Materials
i Simulated Practice Exams
« Free Repeat Policy
112 Personal Tutoring Available
s Thousands of Satisfied Students
X-Large Great Pizzas
3 Fabulous Toppings on each Pizza
402 King St. N. in Waterloo
(Beside Harvey's)
j. Add lib. wings for $4.39 • 519-884-8000
EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH is an inclusive
multi-generational congregation located in uptown
Waterloo, just minutes from WLU.
Looking for a church home in Waterloo? Come I
worship with us! Sunday mornings at 10:30, on '
Bridgeport betweenKing and Albert.
t
www.emmanueluc.ca
Super (Dave
(Bar6erSHop Xj)
We Have Moved: If——
108 King Street North '[ .
(beside Ethel's Bar)
v*'?
Student Special -$9* —
(Regular $13)
*limited time offer gppP wJ
Mon-Fri: 9:00-6:00
Sat: 9:00-4:00
Sun: closed U
519-747-1890
No appointment necessary
Don't go to those chains— \ A
get a good haircut
NBA Preview
SUNS A-BLAZIN'
The Cord predicts Steve Nash will add to his trophy collection by bringing a
championship to the desert and the resident Phoenix Suns
PANEL: MARK D. HOPKINS, MARK ADAMSON, PARRY SOHI AND DAN POLISCHUK
Calling out the key unknowns
PARRY SOHI
CORD SPORTS
In this upcoming 2006-2007 NBA season,
there are five individuals that are worthy
of highlighting as players that will contrib-
ute to their team more so than in past sea-
sons, in terms of growth and consistency.
We'll begin with David West of the Char-
lotte Hornets.
Coming off an injury in the 2004-2005
season having averaged just over six points a
game, West broke out in the 2005-2006 sea-
son. Averaging over 17points a gameand just
under eight boards, look for West to lead his
team to a third-place finish behind San An-
tonio and Dallas in a tough
Southwest Conference.
Jameer Nelson
of the Orlando
Magic had an im-
pressive 2005-
2006 season, finishing the year averaging
14.6 points and almost five assists per game
in just his second season in the league. Look
for Nelson to improve his ball distributing
ability, especially if rookie J.J. Redick is able
to find his rhythm in the NBA. Most notably,
watch forNelson to leadthechallenge against
Washington for the second spot in the South-
east conference, having finished a mere six
games behind them in the previous season.
Raja Bell had his best performance in his
sixth NBA season this past year, averaging
over 14 points and starting 79 games for the
Suns.
Recognized for his defensiveeffort against
Kobe Bryant in the 2006 playoffs, look for
Bell to be a threat on both offence and de-
fence in the2006-2007 season.
Furthermore, the return of a po-
tentially healthy Amare Stoudemire
to the line-up will only open the door
for Bell to increase his numbers.
With the acquisition of top NBA centre Ben
Wallace, Kirk Hinrich and the Bulls have the
potential to take the East this year. Although
Hinrich willmore than likely build on his 16
points and nearly seven assists a gamein the
2005-2006 season, look for him to play a piv-
otal leadership role on the team. In only his
fourth
year in
the league, look for Hinrich to
lead the Bulls in a push against the Pistons
in battie for ttfe Central division, and, more
importandy, the Eastern Conference title.
Chris Kaman, an overlooked and under-
rated talent ofthe NBA, emerged as another
player to watch during last year's playoffs.
Having averaged a solid 12 points and
nearly 10 rebounds a gamein the 2005-2006
regular season, Kaman is also a solid defen-
sive player and a coach's dream in terms of
a hard-nosed, tough NBA player. With the
help of Kaman, the Clippers may surprise
some NBA fans in challenging Phoenix for
the top spot in the Pacific West division.
PANEL
PREDICTIONS
CHAMPS: PHOENIX SUNS
WEST: PHOENIX SUNS
EAST: MIAMI HEAT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
1. MIAMI HEAT*
2. CHICAGO BULLS*
3. DETROIT PISTONS
4. NEW JERSEY NETS*
5. CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
6. WASHINGTON WIZARDS
7. TORONTO RAPTORS
8. ORLANDO MAGIC
WESTERN CONFERENCE
1. SAN ANTONIO SPURS*
2. PHOENIX SUNS*
3. DALLAS MAVERICKS
4. DENVER NUGGETS*
5. L.A. CLIPPERS
6. L.A. LAKERS
7. NEW ORLEANS HORNETS
8. SACRAMENTO KINGS
*Denotes division winner
Raptors no longer extinct
MARK ADAMSON
CORD SPORTS
It has beena rough couple of years
for Raptor fans. There have
been three straight sea-
sons without playoff
basketball, some
questionable
personnel
moves
and
piles of
frustrating
losses.
But the organi-
zation has turned
itself around and
there's more opti-
mism surround-
ing this club than
there has been
in years.
That's right
- this is the
year the
Raptors re-
turn to the
playoffs.
There is a
new win-
ning at-
titude that
comes from
the top of the
organization. Bryan Colangelo's
first off-season as GM saw the
team clean house and bring in
nine new players.
Fan favourite Charlie Villa-
neuva, was sent to Milwaukee
in exchange for lightning quick
point guard TJ Ford, whose speed
will allow Toronto to operate a
"run and gun" offence similar to
that of the Phoenix Suns. Ford is
an upgrade over the selfish Mike
James and will excel at distribut-
ing theball to allof the scorers the
Raptors can put on the floor this
season.
Rasho Nesterovic may
not be the second
coming ofWilt
Chamber-
lain, but he is the
first legitimate starting
centre the Raptors have had
in years. Acquiring Rasho to play
in the middle means more min-
utes at forward for Chris Bosh,
where his slender frame won't
have to bang with the Shaq's and
Ben Wallace's of the East.
Gone are the one-dimensional
players such as Matt Bonner, Eric
Williams, Loren Woods, and Ra-
fael Araujo. The team brought in
athletic multi-talented players
like Fred Jones and Euro-stars
Anthony Parker, Jorge Garbajosa,
and numberone overall draftpick
Andrea Bargnani.
The Raps have assembled a
bench of great shooters who can
run the floor, and the team's sec-
ondunitwill give opposing teams
fits. Last year, Toronto's bench
was a nightmarish collection of
players you'd never want to see
on the court. Instead of opting to
spend all their free agent money
on one big-name starter, Colan-
gelo wisely opted to spend the
cash on multiple players to sta-
bilize the second unit. This is the
deepest team the Raptors have
ever put on the floor.
The NBA is a league of stars,
and the Raptors have one of the
brightest, youngest, big-men in
the game in Bosh. The all-star has
a swagger about him this year, and
worked hard in the off-season to
add along-range shot to his offen-
sive arsenal. In his fourth year in
the league, this is Bosh's team,
now more than ever be-
fore. He's got the
game and
the heart
to put
theminthe
playoffs.
Toronto
is going to be hungry this
year.
Coach Sam Mitchell's job is
on the line, and his troops are go-
ing to rally behind him so he can
stay at the helm of theRaptors. It's
going to be an exciting year
for
Raptor fans, one thatwill see
their
team playing well into the month
of April once again. It's about
time.
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However, the Golden Hawks were
able to cashin first as Erica Howard
opened the scoring in the twenty-
third minute, beating OUA first-
team all-star Alexis Maddaloni.
This seemed to ignite both of-
fences. The first half ended with
Laurier leading 3-2 after Howard
and attack Amy Fincham tallied
for the Golden Hawks while Laura
Chambers plowed her way through
theLaurier defencetwice to score a
pair for the visitors.
Ihe second half saw the Gold-
en Hawks build a three-goal lead
early. Steph Garibaldi scored two
minutes into the half while How-
ard netted her hat-trick goal shortly
thereafter.
With the score 5-2, the Golden
Gaels regrouped to force their way
back to tie the game. All seemed
for naught though as Howard con-
tinued her inspiring play, putting
away a penalty shot with seven
minutes left to restore the Hawk
lead. Garibaldi then sniped Laurier
into OUA supremacy for the fourth
consecutive season, leading to a 7
-5 victory.
Laurier made history last year by
becoming the first team to ever win
three straight Ontario champion-
ships. This year, they simply added
to their own legacy. This one might
be extra special though. Eight of the
26 GoldenHawks are intheir senior
year
and it's inevitable that next
year's squad will be quite different.
"We all love each other," an
exuberant Howard stated. "Every
championship is so special."
The game marked the end of
Howard's OUA career. She will leave
Laurier with four championships
in as many seasons. Howard was
happy to leave on a high. "It was
definitely one of my better games."
It was Howard that propelled
Laurier to the title with her four
goals of the day. However, team-
mates and coaches were quick to
point to her leadership qualities in
assessing her value to the team.
"Erica is a leader on and off the
field," noted fourth-year centre
Jenna McCoubrey, adding, "She is
amazing."
Howard, along with second-year
standout Kirsten Gerrie and de-
fenderLisa Fotopoulos, was named
to the OUA all-star team earlier in
the week. It was Gerrie that led the
league in scoring and also tallied
the only three assists in the title
match.
Surprisingly enough, despite a
near perfect record and having the
top two scorers in the province,
not a single Golden Hawk was an-
nounced as a major award winner
for the 2006 season. In contrast,
Queen's received five awards. In-
justice perhaps, but in the end the
Golden Hawks got
the trophy that
mattered most.
"That was huge motivation," of-
fered McCoubrey, seemingly over-
whelmed by her team's effort.
The abundance of fourth-year
leadership has allowed bench boss
Lynn Orth to live up to her laid-
back style on the bench. Orth lets
the squad lead themselves and
even chooses to stay out
of the
locker-room.
"I don't have a need to go into
the dressing room. They are the
ones that have to do it out there."
Orth willbe looking to the likes of
Gerrie for leadership next year. In
the meantime, the Golden Hawks
will revel in their success.
While their four-peat will be for-
ever etched in Golden Hawk histo-
ry, their success has most definitely
beensurreal. "This is the sweetest; I
can't believe itjust happened," said
McCoubrey.
Oh, it happened. And there are
four championship banners to
prove it.
See PAGE 20 for editorial reaction
'03-'O6 BYTHE NUMBERS...
Overall Record:46 -2- 1.
OUA Championships:4
West Division Titles: 4
Longest Winning Streak: 21
Longest Losing Streak: 1
Goals For: 574
Goals Against: 288
Laurier Athletics
ALL SMILES - The Hawks are champions have set a precedent in the OUA, setting a new record for consecutive championship seasons.
Sports
Hawks saddle up for Western
After a week of rest, the Laurier football team finds itself at nearly perfect health - just in time to face the rival Mustangs
DAN POLISCHUK
SPORTS EDITOR
Aside from bolstering their health,
the bye week - rewarded to Lau-
der's football squad - produced
an even more interesting result;
namely, a match-up with the hated
rivals from Western on Saturday.
While the Mustangs willbe seek-
ing revenge for their 29-11 loss to
the Hawks in last year's Yates Cup,
Laurier will be leaning on their re-
cent string of success against their
assigned opponent not having suf-
fered a loss to Western since the
2003 regular season.
This, explained Western Head
Coach Larry Haylor, is a hump
his team has to get over if they are
to have any chance of building
on their hard-fought victory over
Windsor last weekend.
"We haven't done really well
against them the past three games;
I'm not sure that's ideal," said Hay-
lor, adding, "Laurier has had a great
way of finding ways to win and
they've gota greatcharacter around
their team."
When asked to explain what the
keys were to the Stangs' success,
Haylor provided a very simple
explanation.
"Laurier has a really good de-
fence
...
and that's going to be a
challenge for us offensively," said
Haylor.
"We have to be careful that, unlike
last time [at Laurier Homecoming],
we're able to sustain our energy
for
a full 60 minutes. It's an enormous
challenge, but we'reworking on it."
While maintaining energy is a
work in progress for Western, the
Hawks will certainly have no lack of
it whatsoever - with their team "as
close [to 100 percent] as we've been
all year," according to Hawk's Head
Coach Gary Jeffries.
"It looks like everyone who's
available to dress, thatwe would be
dressing in all likelihood, is going
be a go," commented Jeffries.
This would then set the stage for
the return of defensive end David
Montoya from a broken wrist and
offensive lineman Kyle Sanderson
from a leg injury, suffered in week
one, that has kept him out of the
lineup until now.
Quarterback Jamie Partington
(rotator cuff) and Ryan Lynch
(sprained ankle) will be in the line-
up as well.
So, while it is expected thatmost
of the players will be running on
pure adrenaline, Coach Jeffries
doesn't believe therewillbe a prob-
lem when it comes to executing the
job at hand.
"It's an emotional gamewith a lot
of passion. We want to go out there
and play intelligently but definitely
play with a lot of emotion. I'm con-
fident thatwe can do both."
Haylor shared a similar view
coming inas the visitors.
"I don't particularly think either
team will have a problem in terms
of their emotional of psychological
intensity," said the coach.
He does, however, admit that the
Hawks still maintainan edge in the
match-up.
"Obviously I preferred not to be
in [Waterloo] myself. But we didn't
get it done in the regular season
- and they did," he said.
"Certainly their house, their
crowd, is to their advantage and we
have to manage that."
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Captain Howard
'huge motivator'
FROM FOUR-PEAT, COVER
CORDSPORTS...
In the words of Chris Berman, it
goes ALL ...THE ...WAY!
GOLDEN HAWK
PDA!
Week of
Nov 1 - 7, 2006
RECENT SCORES
10.22.06
W Lacrosse 11 - McGil! 6
10.25.06
'0'- %, M Rugby Quarter ?
W Laurier5 - Queen's 31
W Soccer OUA Playoffs-:/:/
Laurier 1 - Western 2
M Soccer
Laurier 0-Windsor IOT
10.27.06
W Volleyball 0 - York 3
M Hockey 8 - Waterloo6
M Volleyball 1 - York 3
10.28.06
W Lacrosse Scmi-Fiml
Laurier 11 - McGill 8
W Volleyball 3 - Ryerson 0
M Hockey 4 - Western 3
W Hockey 3 - Waterloo 1
M Volleyball 0 - Ryerson 3
10.29.06
W Lacrosse OUA Gold Medal Game
Laurier 7 - Queen's 5
W Hockey 1 - York 2
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
11.01.06
W Basketball vs Windsor
WLU /Alette Complex, 6:oopm
11.03.06
M Hockey vs Windsor
IV.;,'; rloo F.cc Complex. 7 oOpm
M Volleyball vs Toronto
IW II \!i:!rtii Complex. S:oUpm
n.04.06
VI l ootball vs Western
OIM Scmi-Fimi/s
University Stadium, 1:00pm
M Hotkey vs Windsor
IV';. rloo Ka ( omplex. J.:i)opm
VV Volleyball vs Ottawa
WIU -Uhlan Complex. 6:oopm
11.05.06
W Volleyball vs Toronto
l> ; u Mhlftu-Complex. 1:00pm
i
I • . '
. :■;
John Thiel
A Jen's Hockey
Erica Howard
Women's Lacrosse
#ww.laurier a th1e ti cs.co:
Student Life
A Day in
the Life...
Bailey Gross shares her experiences as a WLU
residence life don and area coordinator
NICOLE WRAY
CORD STUDENT LIFE
A random retro dance night, an
all-night rave and ultimate fighting
challenges (both residence-safe)
and waking up to Chuck Norris
taking over the building can only
happen to a don. Bailey Gross, a
second-year don at MacDonald
House, told me about how a day in
her life is always crazy but in a fun
and rewarding way.
Bailey Gross is the donfor a wom-
en's wing in MacDonald House.
She is also the community advisor
of the building and is in charge of
house council.
"It's a 24-hour job; you're always
there for the students, whether it's
four in the morning or four in the
afternoon," she explained.
Although she emphasized that
each day is differentand unexpect-
ed, she told me her day usually in-
volves, "waking up and sometimes
dealing with things from the night
before. So ifthere were alcohol vio-
lations, talk to theperson and make
sure they understand why they got
a violation, and going to class of
course."
"I usually have some kind of staff
meeting, with the dons, or a CA
meeting," she told me. "There are
floor meetings on Sunday, execu-
tive meetings for house council and
meetings between those to get pre-
pared for house council events."
Gross also spends a lot of time
talking with theother three dons in
the building to make sure they are
all consistent.
Withmany meetings, schoolwork
and other commitments like being
a student leadership mentor, Gross
lives an eventful life. Although she
is very busy, Gross has a passion for
her job as a donand couldn't imag-
ine living any other way.
"All of a sudden you
have that
moment when people walk into
your room and they sit on your
couch and talk about their relation-
ship troubles or how to go about
doing academic things or just life
questions, and they come to you
and talk to you as a friend."
Along with making new friend-
ships, she loves to see when stu-
dents taking initiativeand planning
random events. "There was an all-
night rave in one of therooms, they
got
black lights and highlighted my
arms so I would glow in the dark."
Courtney McDonald, the resi-
dence life area coordinator for
three residence buildings at Lauri-
er, including Mac House, agrees the
relationships with students is the
best part of the job. "It's just letting
their students know and being that
constant support."
McDonald works with the 19
dons from each building, meeting
with them once a week as well as
communicating daily.
"When it comes down to it, I see
the don as the first consistent role
model for first-year students who
come to university, that first con-
tact person that they have for the
whole
year to guide them and help
them
get accustomed to life at uni-
versity."
Sydney Helland
NEVER A DULL MOMENT - Bailey Gross, Residence Life Don.
Accessible Learning serves WLU
From ADD, depression
and broken wrists, the
ALC offers students
specialized services
CHELSEA GASKO
CORD STUDENT LIFE
With almost 800 students currently
registered for assistance, the servic-
es offered at the Accessible Learn-
ing Centre (ALC) are anything but a
secret. Nevertheless, a certain stig-
ma continues to surroundthe Cen-
tre, along with several misconcep-
tions regarding their procedures
and practices.
The most common services of-
fered at the ALC are special exam
accommodations and personal
note-takers.
However, the centre also offers
students tutoring, physically ac-
cessible study spaces, financial as-
sistance and texts converted into
Braille or audio formats.
Students with all forms of dis-
ability are welcomed, including
(but not limited to) students with
AD(H)D, acquired brain injuries, or
hearing, learning, vision, mobility,
psychological or medical issues.
These issues range from perma-
nent disabilities, such as impaired
vision, to temporary ones, such as
an injured back. The services of-
fered to students are personalized
to meet their individual needs.
Previously known as the Special
Needs Department, the ALC re-
centiy updated their tide on thebid
that it will emphasize the learning
aspect of their services and that it
will allow themto shed some of the
old-school stigmas surrounding
the term "special needs."
Linda Chamberlain, a Disability
Consultant at the ALC, notes that
this change relates to an increase in
social awareness.
"Laurier is an exceptional
community in that it promotes
student development outside of
the typical book learning.
"
- Linda Chamberlain, Disability Consultant
"These things were never spoken
of [in the past] - depression being
one of the biggies," she says."The
fact that we see more mainstream
Hollywood entertainers coming
forth and saying 'I have depression'
(most recently Brooke Shields and
her Postpartum Depression) lets
people think more and more 'I'm
back in the normal range'; which is
where everyone really wants to be."
Some students may call into
question the fairness of giving out
special treatment.
To this, Linda argues that "fair
isn't always equal." The assistance
does not give students an advan-
tage, she says, it merely "helps to
level the playing field."
"Thinkof it as running a race with
a 50 pound weight on your back,"
she analogizes, "and you're expect-
ed to run as fast as your peers, who
don't have that weight."
And it's not an automatic free
ride either. "You can't just show up
on our doorstep and get extra time
on your exam,"
Chamberlain says.
Every student who
receives assistance
from the ALC is re-
quired to provide
the appropriate
documentation.
Another com-
mon misconcep-
tionisthatstudents
who receive assistance have been
accepted to Laurier under differ-
ent requirements than the major-
ity. "These students have all proven
themselves academically," says
Chamberlain."They are capable."
Every student studying at Lau-
rier was accepted under the same
requirements. "It's just an unfor-
tunate reality that there will be
students at Laurier with certain
conditions that prevent them from
reaching their full potential," says
Chamberlain.
Staff of the ALC work closely with
students to remove these obstacles.
"Every student has the right to pass
or to fail," says Chamberlain, "and
students who receive assistance are
entitledto this humanright through
the Ontario HumanRights Code."
But while each university in On-
tario does offer special assistance,
Laurier's program goes above and
beyond, according to Jessie Eu-
lenberg, the ALC's educational
planner.
She attributes this to the out-
standing dedication and generos-
ity of student volunteers. "We have
over 200 note-takers who come
forward
every semester out
of the
goodness of their hearts," Jessie
says. "We really couldn't do it with-
out them."
"Laurier is an exceptional com-
munity in that it promotes student
development outside of the typical
book learning," says Chamberlain.
"And it isn't the same at other
schools," adds Jessie. "It's very
Laurier."
The ALC is located on the main
floor of the Arts Building. Cham-
berlain encourages any student
who suspects a disability to drop by
during normal business hours.
Rainbow
andyou
New department
explores the meaning
of straight, gay and
other orientations
MARJOLEIN WIJBENGA
CORD STUDENT LIFE
Most Laurier students are cat-
egorized as heterosexual. So for
all those who are straight, close
your eyes and imagine the fol-
lowing: you are in the concourse
and one of your friends, of the
same sex, is walking by. Recent-
ly, you became attracted to your
friend and you are longing for a
romantic moment together.
This is where the Rainbow
Centre can help. The Rainbow
Centre is here to enhance the
university environment for les-
bian, gay, bisexual, transsexual
and queer individuals and tries
to achieve this through aware-
ness promotion, education, ad-
vocacy
and support.
"Our policy is no assump-
tions, so there are no assump-
tions made about someone's
sexual orientation or. gender
identity once they walk into the
centre," says Tiffany Naven, vol-
unteer coordinator / program
officer at the Rainbow Centre.
This includes straight individu-
als too.
Most people at WLU might
still know the Rainbow Centre
as GLOBAL, but, after a name
change, the Rainbow Centre is
moving forward. "A lot of what
we do right now is awareness
promotion. Just to let people
know who we are," said Naven.
At this moment, the focus is
mainly directed at awareness
within the Laurier community.
"Overall there's been a very
welcome response to our being
hereand people have been very
excited about the programming
that we've been doing," Naven
said.
This programming includes
a weekly discussion group and
events like bowling, movie
nights and movie marathons.
Besides this, the Rainbow Cen-
tre works together with the Uni-
versity of Waterloo's Globe, the
equivalent of Laurier'sRainbow
Centre.
"We've been very well-re-
ceived. We have had a few un-
fortunate incidents of having
our posters ripped down and
things like thatand having com-
ments made," says Naven.
So what does the Rainbow
Centre do in the life of a Laurier
student?
"I would say that [the Rain-
bow Centre] is a supportive
space in
which everyone can
learn about things they hadn't
previously considered, and find
an amazing group of people to
talk with and build friendships,"
said Naven.
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Weight training to burn fat
Sticking to cardio
doesn't give full fat-burning benefits
JENNIFER O'NEILL
STAFF WRITER
Chelsea, a fourth-year history stu-
dent, seems to be doing everything
right. She is a healthy vegetarian
with relatively low stress and she
goes to the gym an average of five
days per week.
Although Chelsea seems to
be doing everything correct, she
would still like to lose some weight.
Diagnosed with a slow metabolism,
Chelsea is losing out on the one
thing that could help her meet her
goals - weight training.
Cardiovascular activities are an
essential element of an exercise
program; however, they are only
one part of the equation.
Without resistance training you
are not getting that "after burn." Af-
ter burn is the amount of calories
your body continues to burn after
you finish exercising. With cardio,
your maximum caloric output is
during your activity, however, mus-
cle continues to burn fat even after
your workout.
Muscles by their very nature are
"thermogenic," meaning they burn
fat. Increased muscle tissue trans-
lates into an increase in your rest-
ing metabolism. The simple truth is
that muscle burns calories.
Research shows that for each
pound of muscle earned, you will
expend 35 to 50 more calories per
day. So, if you gain three pounds of
muscle, you willburn 120 addition-
al calories per day, 3600 additional
calories per month and a weight
loss of 10 to 12 pounds in a single
year.
How to Start
Chelsea already goes to the gym
oncampus five days a week. So, for
just two workout sessions she fin-
ished a weight circuit followed by
only 20 minutes of cardio, instead
her usual one hourof cardio.
I put Chelsea on a total-body
program giving her sets of three
and reps of 10-15. In order to maxi-
mize her fat burn, Chelsea finished
the weight circuit before attempt-
ing the cardio portion.
Take Small Steps
If two days per week is unrealistic
for you, or seems daunting, just
once a week for 10minutes is better
thannothing.
Manyofthe machineswork more
thanone muscle groupat a time, so
you can often get a full-body work-
out in only 10 minutes. For exam-
ple, the leg press, lat pulldown and
chest press will challenge all your
muscles.
Even if you
can't complete the
full three sets at first, just keep at
it and slowly your muscles will be
able to handle more.
Make it a Lifestyle
Weight lifting has so many ben-
efits. Not only does it speed up
your metabolism, but it also helps
fight against fatal diseases such as
osteoporosis. Even if having a gym
membership is not always pos-
sible, there are plenty of exercises
you can
do without equipment,
for example, push-ups, squats or
lunges. Continue to challenge your
muscles and you will see and feel
the benefits it can offer.
Sydney Helland
IT'S A GUN SHOW - Chelsea Gasko shows her newly toned muscle.
Campus Kiss: Stud Life's
guide to everything sex
Our sex-pert explains how to get a-head on BJs
ALI SCOTT
THE SEXPERT
Dear Ali,
I really want to learn how to give a
good blow job. I heard that there
are certain techniques that work
better than others. I am new to
this, so could you give me a few
pointers?
-Clueless
Dear Clueless,
Everyone wants to know how to
give "good head." And you are
right, there are some universal
things that all men like. Here are a
few tips thatwill help you.
Take Control
Thenumber one thing you need to
know about giving a blow job (or
giving head) is to take control. Be
the aggressive one and go about it
to get a reaction.
So ifyou want to give a hot, sexy
blow job, then be aggressive; pull
your partner's pants off and go
for it! If you want to be sensual
then approach it that way. Go
slowly, and arouse them first with
stimulation outside their clothes
and then slowly peel away their
clothes.
It is all about attitude and con-
fidence. If someone takes control
and wants to pleasure you, then it
is incredibly arousing.
Tips and Techniques
The actual technique of giving a
blow job varies depending on the
person giving it and receiving it.
If this is your partner that you are
giving head to, then you
will likely
know more about what they like
and don't like.
If you
are not sure, and are dat-
ing them, then don't be too shy to
ask. They should be flattered that
you
care enough to ask. And you
will definitely learn something
from asking them.
Also, learn about a guy's mas-
turbation techniques because it
will give you lots of insight into
how they like to be pleasured.
If a guy prefers a certain
handor
stimulation on the top ofhis penis,
or likes to masturbate using
lubri-
cant, then these are all clues that
will help you learn how to give
better oral sex.
If you are giving oral sex to
someone you do not know well,
thenbe assertivebut don't over ex-
ert yourself, and never try to force
the whole penis in your mouth at
once.
It is less important to "deep
throat" than it is to stimulate the
head where most of the nerve
endings are on both circumcised
and uncircumcised penises. It is
also good to grip the shaft with
yourhand while you stimulate the
top with your tongue. And firmly
move the skin up and down the
shaft.
The biggest mistake people
make when giving a guy oral sex is
to forget the testicals.
Lightly sucking on them and
licking them is also very pleasur-
able. But the only way youbecome
very good at giving blow jobs is
practice.
Blow jobs are what you make
of them, whether they are for fun
and pleasure or a symbol of love
and trust. So remember, practice
makes perfect.
Correction: In "Safe Sex" Oct 18
she explained that dentaldams
couldbe used more than once
ifproperly cleaned. The correct
information is thatdentaldams
should be discarded after one use.
STUDENT LIFE HEALTH CHALLENGE
WEEK TWO: CHELSEA'S FIT DIARY
CHELSEA GASKO
CORD STUDENT LIFE
While I am certainly no stranger to
the cardio machines, I'd never felt
the
urge to master
the mysterious
pieces of metal in the centre of the
AC.
A weight machine virgin, I was.
But armedwith a list ofexercises to
do, I was off to the gym.
A very kind gentleman from the
fitness desk was patient enough to
show me how to use each of the ma-
chines properly. While I felt a little
sheepish admitting I knew nothing,
I was glad I asked for help. None of
the machines were overly compli-
cated, but I'm sure I would've been
doing themwrong on my own.
The first thing I tried were leg
presses. I started out with 140
pounds and I'm impressed that
I was even able to move it. By rep
2, I was thinking, "Hey, I'm pretty
strong." Rep 8: "I take that back."
Rep 12: "Why the hell can't I stop
shaking?"
I've been instructed to use sev-
en machines, and since each one
works different muscles, my body
is pretty much reduced to wiggly
jiggly jello by the end ofit all.
Despite this, I have trouble fight-
ing off the urge to yell, "I am wom-
an, hear me roar," while pounding
my fists on my chest.
Afterall the weight-lifting is over,
I step onto the elliptical machine
and insteadof my usual 45 minutes
to one hour, I do only 20 minutes.
I'm also inspired by the ideathat
at this point, due to some scientific
thingy that I don't understand, I'm
apparendy burning more stored fat
than calories.
By the end of the week, I'd done
this weight regimen twice more,
and sadly, I am not buff. However,
I am sore, and I also feel as though
I've accomplished something. I'll
definitely use the weight machines
from now on. Every night I have
sweet dreams of the bulging mus-
cles I will surely soon have.
Student Life
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Keeping your identity in your PC
10 minutes of Internet prevention can mean
months saved trying to restore your identity
CHRISTINE SUIZA
STAFF WRITER
Identity theft has become a com-
mon problem as banking as gov-
ernment services become more
wired.
Internet theft is very similar to
identity theft. It is where someone
obtains your personal information
without yourknowledge or consent
through the Internet.
If Internettheft occurs with your
online banking for example, some-
one with this information can use
it for shopping, opening new bank
accounts, diverting mail or appling
for loans, credit cards and social
benefits.
Luckily, banks have ways to pre-
vent you
from becoming the next
victim ofthis crime.
Brad Fitzgerald, financial ser-
vice representative for TD Canada
Trust, recommends that one way
of preventing Internet theft is to
install personal firewall and up-
to-date anti-virus software on your
computer.
However, Grant Li, a computer
analyst for Laurier's Information
Technology Services, cautions
about installing these firewalls.
"You should be careful on how to
use that because firewalls are also
blocking the traffic [within the
computer].
"Some are legitimate and some
are not, so [you] should consult
with someone who knows about
firewalls before [installing one]."
Just as there are precautions you
can take to help prevent this from
occurring, the banks are also doing
theirpart to eliminatethe problem.
TD mentions on their website
the safeguards that secure and
maintain the integrity of their cus-
tomers' banking information
1) 128-bit encryption: your
data
can only be decoded and read
by TD within their secure online
environment.
2) Secure firewalls: prevent un-
authorized access to the internal
systems.
3) Constant monitoring: can
identify unusual customer account
activity all the time.
4) Only authorized messages
and transactions can go in these
computer systems.
5) Session cookies: store infor-
mationonly temporarily, the length
of time a person is connected onto
the website.
Once the person leaves the web-
site, the originator of the cookie
loses access to the information.
As well, there are persistent cook-
ies that remain on your
hand drive
until the expiry date. These cookies
are used to store non-sensitive in-
formation that you're aware of and
agree to.
If
you suspect that you may be a
victim of Internet theft, TD strongly
suggests that you immediately no-
tify your creditors and financial
institutions.
Fitzgerald says if you suspect
your account has been accessed
by someone other thanyou to con-
tact Equifax, a creditagency. "It is a
bureau that allows
you to access to
your credit file."
However, online banking is not
the only Internet activity that has
tight security.
Li explained he and his staff are
working to get rid of some unse-
cured passwords connected to the
school server.
"Those contents with your ac-
count name, password, your con-
tents of emails, would be sniffed by
hackers," explains Li. "We identify
theattacks and block them away."
As well, Li and his staff are cur-
rently working on setting up a page
on theLaurier website that can bet-
ter inform students about Internet
theft and its prevention.
Securing your password, es-
pecially in the school network is
important. "There are users that
are servers
... trying to look for the
password and account," explains
Li.
"Once they can do that, [the]
higher permitted in the server [they
become] so they can attack another
server and upload their own code
to this server."
This form of hacking is also the
start of spam generation. "[Spam]
will perorate your computer and
our network and generate more e-
mails," saidLi.
"They will check your address
book and from the address book
they will send emails to all of your
contacts."
Shane Porter
WHO'S WATCHING? - Be cautious with Internet purchases.
Food review: Marbles
Marbles' homey feel
and delicious Angus
beef make it a great
eat-out choice
ADRIA CEHOVIN
CUISINE EXPERT
With student budgets being limit-
ed, KD cuisine, Michelina's entrees
and grape juice is about as exotic
as some Laurier students dine. Oc-
casionally we like to indulge and go
for some good food, but doing so
can be murderously expensive. At
Marbles in uptown Waterloo, how-
ever, casual fine dining need not
cost a lot.
When you arrive at Marbles, it
doesn't look like much. It appears
to be an old home, with stucco
walls and an old wooden roof, but
don't be dissuaded by the homely
appearance;
this quaint-looking
restaurant will surprise you.
As you walk through the front
door, beautiful stained glass greets
you and the inside is reminiscent of
an old cottage withwoodenbeams.
The dimly lit dining room provides
an intimateatmosphere, perfect for
impressing that special someone.
As for the culinary delights of this
restaurant, it is clear that the own-
ers of Marbles understand the con-
cept of gourmet at fair prices. The
menu, recently redone, has plenty
of choices to delight your palate for
less thanyou might expect.
Monday nights feature two-for-
one burgers, Tuesday is two-for-
one pastas and the list goeson. The
main menu ranges
from burgers to
appetizers with lobster to creative
salads; there truly is something for
everyone.
Even those who have a sweet
tooth are accommodated, as the
Marbles menu has a varying assort-
ment of amazing desserts that go
beyond simple sugar into balanced
decadence.
The piece de resistance, the fea-
ture of our evening, was by far the
black Angus patty served on a foc-
cacia bun surroundedby delightful
homestyle fries. Black Angus beef
is known around the world as be-
ing some of the richest-tasting beef
that, when cooked properly, gives
the diners a treat to which other va-
rieties cannot compare.
It is truly the Mercedes-Benz of
the beefworld. This patty - cooked
to perfection by someone who
knows the importance of not cook-
ing beef until it becomes shoe
leather and tastes like it too - melts
in one's mouth, filling it with the
taste of beef so rich and flavourful
that it would be a crime to simply
tear through this meal.
It is meant to be savoured and
appreciated slowly and deliberate-
ly, enjoying the taste and textures of
this rare treat.
This is one of the few places
where one can eat a burger with
class.
Student Life
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MARBLES
'Casual Fine Dining'
8 William Street East
Waterloo
519-885-4390
Parent-friendly
Weekly Sepcials
0^Classy date venue
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Benefits from choosing WCRI:
- Minutes walk from WLU campus,
- Lower than market fees,
- On-site laundry and maintenance,
- Regular organized social events,
- And much more.
Don't miss out on a great housing experience.
Apply now!
Applications are accepted year-round. Seniority
deadlines are always:
- March Ist for Fall,
- October Ist for Winter, and
- February Ist for Spring.
WCRI: A whole new wwy to lm<®
together!
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Popes, police, princesses
and prostitutes... oh my!
Halloween at WLU is a tradition rarely outdone. Be it sexy, slutty, hilarious, horrendous or downright depraved, these denying we all love dressing up. Last night was no exception
TRICKS AND TREATS - At left (top to bottom): Super Troopers, A box o' crayons, Snap Crackle 'n' Pop. Middle: Wolf and Red Riding Hood. At right (clockwise from top): Anchorman
s
\lews Team, Pope n' Wench, Giraffeboy, Spindly Spiderman,
Old School's 'Blue' Palasky.
Local costume
stores sell out
for Halloween
Local proprietors from About Face and Queen of
Hearts talk to The Cord about the busy business
of operating a costume and makeup store
ALEX HAYTER
FEATURES EDITOR
This Halloween saw a pair ofbrand
new costume and makeup stores
opening inUptown Waterloo, vying
for both the imaginations and wal-
lets of our student community.
About Face on Young Street was
a target for hordes ofstudents look-
ing to deck themselves out in fan-
tastical disguises.
"Students are our biggest market
for ourcostumes, and they love Hal-
loween," says Marion Brown, own-
er of the small make-up store with
big ambitions. The store opened
on September 5 this year, seeing
a grand opening day in October
complete with street performers,
air-brushed models, a radio ad
campaign and even a haunted ga-
rage display.
Since then, business has been
good. "A lot of our Halloween cos-
tumes were already starting to sell
out by the grand opening, now
we're getting completely sold out,"
says Brown, who has a long back-
ground in high-definition makeup
practices.
"What I do here is art-oriented.
Uptown Waterloo has an artistic
background and flair to it." Brown
keeps busy year-round with the
other sideofAbout Face's business:
high-definition airbrushing. She
recently airbrushed both CEOs of
RIM as well as the new president
of Rogers. She avidly describes the
makeup and costumes business as
both "thrilling and exciting."
Brown has also enthusiastically
kept an eye on whatcostumes have
been most popular in the student
market. "Girls like the sexy Little
Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, and
police-girls. Pirates were big with
guys, and superheroes were really
popular forboth guys and girls."
"We even have costumes for
people who don't like wearing cos-
tumes. Just buy this," says Brown,
pointing to an angelically-winged
brassiere, "and you can wear it with
some jeans."
Brown, who decided to dress as a
pirate queen for Halloween, admits
that choosing between Halloween
suits can be tough, especially at
About Face.
"Sometimes it's just a matter of
making a decision, which is hard
when there's a lot of choice. You
can be whatever you want here; it's
only limited to your imagination.
Or ours if we're having a rough day
[laughs]
"Our motto is 'come in and play!
Just laugh and have fun, that's what
life's about!"
Queen of Hearts Costumes at
King StreetNorth provided another
alternative for local students' cos-
tume needs. Business there has
been "just an absolute mosh-pit"
sighs queen/owner Alexandra Dy-
sinski with a laugh.
"On Saturday, by the end of the
night it looked like someone had
taken a canon to our pin-board
wall and blown giant holes in it."
Students swarmed upon a cer-
tain memorable sea-faring cos-
tume. "Pirates, pirates, pirates!"
were this year's most popular outfit
for both genders according to Dy-
sinski. "The girls were into nurses,
cops and Alice in Wonderland
costumes," she says. "Basically the
same thing that the Stag Shop has
but with a few extra inches on the
bottom."
Girls looking for more respect-
able wear found contentment at
Queen of Hearts.
"Girls say 'I saw this thing at the
Stag Shop. Do you have anything
similar but not as slutty?"'
"What a lot of girls have been do-
ing is that if they can't find some-
thing they want here, they go to the
Stag Shop and buy it there... then
we alter it for them: change a little
here and there, and then they walk
away happy. We do that for just a
small fee."
While guys haven't been dem-
onstrating the same enthusiasm as
girls, there's still some effort there.
"The guys have been buying a lot
of pirate accessories. A lot of hats.
Hats are the ultimate accessory for
guys."
"When guys do dress in full cos-
tumes," says Dysinski, "it's stuff like
cock-roaches and lobsters."
Superhero suits were quick to be
sold as usual, while other custom-
ers experimented with makeup and
prosthetic face and body parts.
"People were kind ofintimidated
by prosthetics at first, but then they
really got into it."
But it's not all about Halloween
for Queen of Hearts: Dysinski an-
ticipates a busy yearahead. "There's
Christmas, New Year's, Mardi Gras,
St. Paddy's, Easter, Valentine's,
weddings, toga parties, etc. We do
a lot of theatre work too, as well as
professional synchronized swim-
wear and dance-wear."
Dysinski studied pattern design
at college in Toronto and has been
freelance costume-making for the
last few
years.
"When I noticed the
positive response from my cos-
tumes, I decided it was time to do
this."
With the
array
of unique cos-
tumes available at the store, it's
not hard to see why she made the
decision.
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International
Sex 'benefits' for NATO troops
Dutch MP looking to spark debate in proposal to have prostitutes accompany troops, while Canadian MP's idea died with Liberals
KELSEY ROSE
CORD INTERNATIONAL
Dutch MP Annemarie Jorritsma
recently recommended that her
government send prostitutes to
Afghanistan to service their sol-
diers. "There was once the sugges-
tion that a few prostitutes should
accompany troops on missions. I
think that is something we should
talk about," she said.
The MP is a member of the Peo-
ple's Party for Freedom and De-
mocracy,
the Netherlands' centre-
right party, and is mayorof Almere.
Jorritsma's comments have been
supported by the Dutch sex trade
workers' union, but have also been
met with mixed responses
from
Dutch citizens.
Wim van der Berg, spokesman
for the Dutch military service trade
union, commented, "I don't think
my
wife would find it a good idea."
With fears that soldiers will turn
to local women for relief, Jorrits-
ma believes "the army must think
about how their soldiers can let
off some steam." The Netherlands
currently has over 2,000 soldiers
serving in Afghanistan with NATO
forces and in Bosnia.
Some bloggers have asked what
sex these prostitutes should be,
wondering who will service the fe-
male soldiers.
Importing Dutch prostitutes
might be one way to boost the mo-
rale of soldiers stationed abroad,
but there are concerns for the safe-
ty of any persons entering an area
that is still facing insurgent forces
and suicide bombings, including
sex trade workers. They might be an
especially at risk group due to the
traditional customs of the Islamic
nation.
Prostitution is legal in the Neth-
erlands. Sex trade workers must be
over the age of 18 with clients be-
ing at least 16. They pay taxes just
like any self-employed tradesper-
son. Health and social services are
available, but approximately seven
percent of Dutch prostitutes are af-
flicted with HIV/AIDS.
Canadian parliament has looked
at the idea of legalizing prostitu
tion. Libby Davies, a New Demo-
crat MP, introduced the idea as a
private members bill in 2005. The
lustice Subcommittee on Solicita-
tion Laws was set up to look into
the effects of current laws and to
makerecommendations.
The subcommittee sat for over
a year, hearing testimony from sex
trade workers, community mem-
bers and advocates, academics and
law enforcementofficials.
Due to the January 2006 election,
the subcommittee was unable to
make its final recommendations,
and will have to be re-established
within the new government.
In an open
letter written by
MP Davies in March 2006 she ex-
pressed her concerns that Conser-
vative Justice Minister Vic Toews is
opposed to changing existing laws,
and therefore would possibly not
support the reinstatement of the
subcommittee.
REAL Women of Canada ex-
pressed concerns that legalizing
prostitution will lead to increased
usage, and that it will not stop ille-
gal prostitution but simply allow it
to continue.
"In fact, experience in other
countries indicates that the re-
sult of legalizing prostitution has
been that all forms of prostitution
boomed, with unregulated prosti-
tution increasing faster than legal
prostitution activities," representa-
tives said.
REAL further warns that red light
districts set up for legal prostitution
activities can become hubs for drug
trafficking among other crimes as
police rarely patrol these areas,
saying that "posing as clients, drug
dealers thrive, completely assured
ofprivacy for their transactions."
Contributed Photo
WHEN 'COFFEE' MEANS SEX - A safe zone for prostitution, neon lights shine during the day in Amsterdam's
Red Light district, one of the few such places in the world.
Flu vaccine shortage
Health Services preps for flu shot season while WHO calls for more vaccine
MARY ERSKINE
STAFF WRITER
With rounds of nasty colds circulat-
ing through Laurier, one can't help
but thinkofpotentially catching the
flu at this point in the fall season.
Those at the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) also have the flu at
the forefront of their concerns as
they recently called for an increase
in influenza vaccine availability.
The Global Action Plan, a recently
issued timeline, lays out steps to-
wards "vaccine sufficiency." It was
developed by a panel of over 120
scientific experts, including those
from both developing and more
developed countries in the fields
of vaccine manufacturing, national
regulatory authorities, national im-
munizationprogrammesand other
scholars and scientists.
The WHO stated last week that
the current insufficiencies in the
amount of available vaccines
points to a tremendousproblem in
the event of a flu pandemic.
Dr. Marie-Paule Kieny, director
of the WHO Initiative for Vaccine
Research, stated recently that the
WHO is "presently several billion
doses short of the amount of pan-
demic influenza vaccine we would
need to protect the global popula-
tion
...
the Global Action Plan sets
the course for what needs to be
done, starting now, to increase vac-
cine production capacity and close
the gap."
Tangible short, medium and
long term concurrent strategies are
outlined and attempt to address
a variety of global concerns. A fo-
cus on immunization is a priority
for the WHO. "Immunization is a
critical control strategy for limit-
ing the impact of an influenzapan-
demic. Immediate, collaborative
action to increase vaccine supply
could have a massive payoff," notes
Dr. David Heymann, assistant
director-general.
The three major approaches as
outlined in the plan include an
overall increase in seasonal influ-
enza vaccinations, an increase of
vaccine production and contin-
ued research and development
into more effective and efficient
vaccinations.
WHO continues by outlining a
fundamental problem in a failure
for market forces to address the
issue of vaccine production, and
calls on "the sustained, joint ef-
forts of countries, industry and the
global health community," as well
as significant and sustained fund-
ing from donor countries.
In response to
this call, the Unit-
ed Statesannounced last week that
they would contribute $10 million
US to theprogram. Canada has also
expressed its support for the Global
Action Plan. Health Minister Tony
Clement stated that "Canada has
placed a high priority on its own ca-
pacity to manufacture a pandemic
influenza vaccine but we can't just
focus on our needs. The global
community has a responsibility to
work together to narrow the supply
gap."
Here at Laurier, influenza vacci-
nationswill once again be available
through Health Services. According
to theirwebsite, Health Services of-
fer free vaccinations to Laurier stu-
dents, staff and faculty. Six dates in
late Novemberand early December
are available for appointments, and
walk-ins are also welcome.
The"flu facts," which are present-
ed online, include the myth-buster
that "[the] vaccine does not contain
any
live virus
... you can't get
the flu
from the flu shot." Students are also
warned that living in dense areas
could increase the chances of ex-
posure to the flu or other
medical
problems.
ContributedPhoto
SHORT BY, SAY, BILLIONS - Production must be increased to deal with
a possible flu pandemic.
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Banquetleaves
students hungry
Global Studies Club might leave stomachs
rumbling to make a point
ARLA LATTO-HALL
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR
Yellow well water, a cold floor and
disease greeted some guests of the
Global Studies Club's World Ban-
quet this Sunday.
Those unlucky enough to choose
a small, square slip of paper with
the word "low" on their way into
the room were directed to the floor
for the duration of the banquet, as
a dramatic representation of the
lives of the lower class. Others were
shown to their class-designated
seats: the "middle class" to a lec-
ture-hall chair, the upper class to
the same — but at a dining table
with a centrepiece.
While a member of this upper
class had the president of the GSC
scrambling to find salt and pepper,
others were left to spoon out sticky
rice served in bulk.
While a member of this "upper
class" had Jacob Pries, president of
Global Studies Club (GSC), scram-
bling to find salt and pepper, others
were left to spoon out sticky rice
served in bulk.
Served a cupofyellow water from
an old thermos that had seen better
days, the lower class, far outnum-
bering the other two groups, ate
rice with their fingers, many won-
dering what they'd touched since
they last washed their hands. One
lucky member had garlic bread, a
leftover, thrown at him by Pries in
a gesture of goodwill towards the
have-nots.
A dramatization of the facts of
world hunger, the banquet was an
idea taken from Oxfam. As a part of
the banquet's itinerary, scenarios
given out to each group gave shape
to the skeleton facts of poverty and
inequitable fooddistribution.
"MyChristian name isLawrence,"
one of the banquet's middle-class
guests read from his script. "I live
in Hong Kong in a public housing
project with my parents and eight
brothers and sisters. We live in a 12'
by 12' room ... I am very fortunate
to have received a scholarship to
study law. I look forward to the day
when I am earning a good salary
and can move into an apartmentof
my own."
With an annual income between
$1,152 and $11,467, this character
would have been living in poverty
by Canadian standards, which de-
fine poverty as an annual income
near $10,000, indicating that even
those living in the first world need
our attention.
Poverty and
consequent hun-
ger were not
the
only global issues
addressed by the
club. Many of the
cups guests used
for water and rice
were marked on
the bottom with coloured Xs and
Os, indicating the imaginary dis-
ease each was afflicted with. While
only one of the five members of the
upper-class was doled out a dis-
ease - cancer - only one of nearly
15 members of the lower class
was free of starvation and disease,
which ranged from HIV/AIDS and
starvation, to cancer, which we as-
sociate withpoverty less
often.
Club organizers then opened the
floor to questions, which touched
on farming subsidies, individual
responsibility and ways to get
involved.
"Be the change you want to see,"
is Pries' personal metaphor. The
club's initiatives include door-to-
door Halloween food collection, a
weekly commitment at a Kitchener
soup kitchen and other periodic
events. More information aboutthe
club can be found at gsc.nel.net.
UNICEF ditches
Halloween tradition
TYLER WILLIAMS
CORD INTERNATIONAL
Rememberwhenwe were kids and
were forced to wear those orange
boxes around our necks in addi-
tion to the garbage bags we toted
around to collect our candy loot?
As children, many of us wondered
what the point ofthose boxes was,
other than some vague assurance
that we were "doing a good thing"
by collecting donations measured
in pennies and nickels.
The good news is that, contrary
to cynical belief, the UNICEF
boxes do actually have an altruis-
tic purpose, and our pennies and
nickels do actually go toward "do-
ing a good thing." The bad news is
that UNICEF Canada has ditched
those orange boxes in favour of
collecting money throughout the
month of October by many differ-
ent means. More efficient andper-
haps more effective? Yes. Another
blow to our childhoodmemories
of Halloween? Unfortunately, yes
as well.
UNICEF Canada has long been
synonymous
bothwithHalloween
and with assisting education pro-
grams
and school construction in
Africa. The UNICEF organization
began life in 1946 as an organiza-
tioncreatedby the United Nations
to, ironically enough, help Euro-
pean
children recover from the
effects of World War 11. In 1953,
the focus changed to encompass
the Third World. The first organi-
zation in Canada was founded in
1955 entirely by volunteers and
the first trick-or-treat drive was
formed the same year.
Since that time, the UNICEF or-
ganization has grown to become a
powerful player within the ranks
of NGOs (Non-Governmental
Organizations). It is active in 156
countries and territories and it is
estimatedthat due largely to UNI-
CEF's efforts, three million fewer
children die under the age of five
than in 1990 and 50 million more
children are enrolled in primary
school than in 1990. The agenda
of UNICEF has also expanded to
tackle such diverse issues such as
education, immunization against
diseasesand HIV/AIDS treatment
and awareness. The Canadian
branch of UNICEF alone raises 3
milliondollars CDN annually.
The trick-or-treat program has
always been a central element in
UNICEF's fundraising plan. This
year, however, after a program
evaluation, UNICEF has decided
to drop the Halloween trick-
or-treat program in favour of a
month-long fundraising program
in which children can assist in
fundraising for charitable activi-
ties in the African country ofMala-
wi, recendy in the news due to the
Madonnaadoption controversy.
The reasons for this shift in
tradition were to engage a wider
range
of children in more flexible
and meaningful fundraising ac-
tivities. The hope is that the longer
timeframe for donations will not
only result in more money being
collected, but also a greater com-
mitment and awareness of the
UNICEF program
from children.
There are also options for adults
to donate and to donate online
at the UNICEF home page.
This
change addresses several logisti-
cal complaints that teachers and
parents have had about the UNI-
CEF program, andallows UNICEF
to reduce its expenses.
While the demise of the trick-
or-treat program represents the
end of a tradition from many
childhoods, the new direction of
the UNICEF program should re-
sult in greater funds becoming
available to assist the impover-
ished children that UNICEF has
strived so hard to help. If you feel
the need to donate money for old
times' sake on Halloween, follow
the quick and easy steps to donate
to UNICEF at www.unicef.org.
Contributed Photo
HIGH FIVE FOR OCTOBER - UNICEF hopes moving to a month-long campaign will improve fundraising.
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Standing Tall
A-Team and Radio Laurier unite to present Last
Band Standing at Wilf's last week
PAUL ALVIZ
CORD A&E
The stage was set and the bar was
packed with young, bloodthirsty
WLUers, last Thursday as their
minds salivated to watch a musi-
cal battle to the death. This year's
annual battle of the bands compe-
tition saw the A-Team and Radio
Laurier combine to create "Last
BandStanding."
The winners of the evening's first
installment of the year-long com-
petition were Will Currie and the
Country French. And rightly so, as
this ecclectic band used their in-
struments instead of weapons to
slay the other combatants with a
fury ofsound and stage presence to
take home the first golden ticket to
this year's finals.
The bands were judged on four
criteria: originality, stage presence,
band chemistry and fan reaction,
which were measured on a scale
of 1-10 by representatives from
the A-Team, Radio Laurier and the
Students' Union. With a little help
from the bubbly brain juice served
at the bar and the free light-up
pens handed out, the latest group
of university rock star supernovas
was knee deep in some serious
analysis.
The first band to take the stage,
Sure Shot, had what was arguably
the toughest spot of the night. Com-
pared to theother bands, Sure Shot
opened their set to a significantly
smaller and overly sober crowd.
Despite these elements working
against them, the band was not
phased and was successful in get-
ting the night off to a good start.
With definite Sublime and Bed-
ouin Soundclash influences, these
guys brought out a raw-feeling
street-reggae vibe, and proved that
they could handle themselves in a
genre that is often attempted but
rarely done justice.
In terms of band chemistry, they
were kept in sync thanks to their
sharp-shooting drummer Colin Ro-
manick. Overall, Sure Shot's vocals
could have used a litde more vol-
ume, but the band more
than held
their own when it came to picking
up
the
pace
for a few hard-hitting
endings and even a couple spaced-
out guitar solos.
The second band to go, Superma-
rine, had a sound so familiarthat it
seemed like something you're sure
you've heard on the radio dozens
of times. At this point, Wilf's was
getting pretty packed, the pitchers
were-a-flowin' and the crowd was
ready to receive the musical good-
ness radiating from the stage. With
a front man sporting theChris Rob-
inson look, this band wasn't kid-
ding when they said they go for the
'90s alternative feel while drawing
from classic rock sources of the '60s
and Supermarine's use of syn-
thetic organ sounds produced by a
keyboard didn'thurt either.
They sounded similar to the
Trews with a definite Zeppelin in-
fluence. The band was also a crowd
pleaser, as they got the bar involved
in some hand-clapping and danc-
ing, proving their comfort up on
stage and no doubt scoring big
points on crowd interaction.
The third contestants of the
night, The Street Pharmacy, didn't
prescribe any medication but did
hand out a high dose of their take
on reggae hip-hop. By this point,
Wilf's was packed with drunken
revelers who were ready to groove.
A noticeabledifference couldbe felt
between The Pharmacy and Sure
Shot, as The Pharmacy appeared
to have much more performing ex-
perience, stronger band chemistry
and overall a more punchy set.
Their use of strong vocals, not
to mention witty lyrics in songs
like "Pull out the Bat" gave them
an edge over the others in creativ-
ity and originality. A true homage
to the days and style of Sublime,
their music will kick your ass while
putting a smile on your face at the
same time.
The final musically-inclined
supergroup, Will Currie and the
Country French, took the coveted
last position of the night. This hon-
our meant that the band had no
trouble winning the people over
with their crowd-friendly upbeat
rhythms and stage antics.
After keeping everyone waiting
for a ridiculous amount of set-up
time, the bar was hyped and the
tensionwas broken. Not catering to
any specific genre other than "feel
good," they were somewhat remi-
niscent of the Junction mixed with
Broken Social Scene. By far the
biggest band in terms of members,
they had a specialist on the bon-
gos and what appeared to be a fire
alarm.
Their songs were a big collage of
sound, flowing sometimes seam-
lessly into the next tune, which
might actually have been a weak-
ness when it came to discerning
songs from each other, but defi-
nitely played to the band's advan-
tage during a live performance.
Overall they were the most cre-
ative and hadthebest crowd recep-
tion of the night, which gave them
the victory and allowedthem to lit-
erally and figuratively end the night
on a high note.
John Kit
COUNTRY FRENCH STYLE - Large, loud and talented Will Currie and the Country French emerge victorious
at the first round of Last Band Standing.
The return of the Hip
Quintessential Canadian rockers return to form with their 14th studio album
JOSIAH YOUNG
CORD A&E
Hockey, beer and The Tragically
Hip: is there a more quintessential-
ly Canadiantrio? Throw in a large
double-double and perhaps an
"eh" or two and I would argue that
it doesn't get much more Canadian
than that.
I must admit that until recentiy
I never really "got" The Hip. I had
only known the band through the
majority of their radio singles.
For the most part The Tragically
Hip are a band that casts wide di-
visions in terms of music fans. Ei-
ther you love them, and appreciate
their Canadianismand purist-rock
sensibilities, or you hate the band,
because of the fact that Can-Con
regulations have made theirsingles
omnipresent staples of Canadian
rock-radio stations.
Personally, I never fell intoeither
camp.
Although I never truly disliked
any
of their hits I never bothered
checking out the rest of the cata-
logue. In recent months however,
a number of Hip fans have influ-
enced me to dig further and to fi-
nally open my eyes to the way of the
Hip.
This band from Kingston, On-
tario has been at the rock and roll
game an astounding 23 years and
now, with therelease of WorldCon-
tainer, has 14 albums under its col-
lective belt.
The amazing thing about the Hip
is the band's ability to evolve and to
not fall into the stagnant territory
of releasing the same album over
and over again, but at the same
time maintaining enough of each
previous album as to not alienate
their core fanbase. And, for its part,
World Containeris no exception.
What The Tragically Hip does
best, and lead singer/songwriter
Gord Downie more specifically
does best, is to make the listener
feel exactly what is being sung. We
are often taught to "show, not tell"
when writing, and the opening
track for World Containerdoes just
that.
In "Yer Not the Ocean" the lis-
tener is able to feel as if he or she
is standing next to Downie on the
rocks at the lake. It is an excellent
opening track and has that classic
Hip feel to it.
Next up on
the album is the track
"TheLonely End ofthe Rink," which
made its debut during a Hockey
Night in Canada broadcast.
The song is slightly out ofcharac-
ter for the Hip. It uses a reggae-style
riff throughout yet containstherock
vibe that Hip fans are familiar with,
and will likely become the band's
second single.
The first single for the album "In
View"
may
be the largest departure
for the
group, as it is quite possibly
the poppiest song in the group's
history. The song opens with what
could almost be mistaken for a
song written by The Cure and is
reminiscent of songs such as "Just
like Heaven" and "Friday I'm in
Love"
RobertSmith ofThe Cure is more
known to write moody and down-
trodden songs, but would often
write a pop song or radio hit just to
prove that he could, and "In View"
strikes me as Gord Downie's "Love
Song"
The slight departure in sound
continues with the song "The Kids
Don't Get It" which begins with a
riff taken right out of The Police's
repertoire. Following "Kids" is the
song "Pretend"
which continues
lyrically where "Kids" left off, which
is perhaps the only down spot on
thealbum as the slow ballad seems
out ofplace.
Other stand-out tracks include:
"Luv" "The Drop Off" and the title
track "World Container"
Overall World Containeris an ex-
cellent album that will please fans
of The Hip because of its progres-
sion yet faithfulness to the classic
Tragically Hip sound, while the
single is poppy enough to perhaps
hook a few new Hip Heads.
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KWS
Lives
K-W Symphony
rallies community
support
ESTHER WHEATON
CORD A&E
Unlike that of the Titanic, the SOS
of the Kitchener-Waterloo Sym-
phony was heard and answered.
The rescue mission of the Kitch-
ener-Waterloo community has
been successful since a month-
long fundraising effort designed
to save the symphony has been
a success.
To date, the KWS has raised
$2.3 million, just shy of their orig-
inal goal of $2.5 million, and has
made the decision to stay open.
KW Symphony Board Chair Bob
Astley is confident the difference
will be made up and surpassed in
the coming weeks.
"While we are not quite at
our targetof $2.5 million, we are
convinced that as fundraising
initiatives continue in the com-
ing weeks, we have the capacity
to reach or surpass that goal, set-
ting the stage for a sustainable
future for the KW Symphony,"
Astley says on the official KWS
website.
The Save Our Symphony cam-
paign was initiated on October 4
after the late-August discovery by
the board of an accumulated defi-
cit of $1.4 million. Between fund-
raisers organized by the KWS and
the many community efforts, sup-
port for the symphony has been
phenomenal.
While
many of the over 1,400
donations made to the KWS
were made by local individu-
als and families, the majority of
funds have come from area gov-
ernments and private business-
es. The cities of Kitchener and
Waterloo combined with the
Region of Waterloo to donate
$505,000. Meanwhile, the local
business Economical Insurance
Group pledged $100,000 and
pledges of $50,000 were made
by both Manulife Financial and
Sun LifeFinancial.
Upwards of $50,000 was made
at a special benefit concert on
Monday night, which included
guest performances by TomAllen
(CBC radio host), Martha Henry
(Stratford Festival), Rod Beattie
(Wingfield Farm series) and pia-
nist Jamie Parker.
The symphony has made fi-
nancial projections and is in the
process of developing detailed
business plans. The board plans
to focus on the financial health of
the symphony in response to the
strong messages from the com-
munity concerning accountability
and reconnecting with audiences.
Out of the threat of an end,
the KWS has acquired a new
beginning.
See PAGE 20 foreditorial reaction
Noble notion falls short
The Button Factory hosts the ambitious but underwhelming "The Diabolical History of Dr. Fastus"
LAURA CARLSON
STAFF WRITER
Hundreds of people crammed into
the upstairs of the Button Factory
Monday night - Devil's Night - to
witness a theatrical musical pro-
duction entitled TheDiabolical His-
tory of Dr. Faustus. Swarming the
aisles, crunching into the front of
the stage and hovering in all cor-
ners were semi-costumed enthusi-
asts, waiting in anticipation for the
creative experience that the writer,
director and producer Mike Dain-
jah promised to provide.
What originated as a live-to-
air show on CKMS (University of
Waterloo's campus radio station)
transformed into a full production
featuring over twenty musical acts
paying homage to someofrock and
roll's departed legends. As Mike
Dainjah, who was portraying Rob-
ert Johnson, took the stage, the au-
dience became instantly mesmer-
ized and a hint of something great
lingered in the air.
The production tells the story of
Dr. Johanns Faustus, a man whose
own brilliance and greed drives
him to sign a pact with the devil.Al-
though he gains the world, he also
suffers a cold and untimely death.
The play cuts between this story of
Faustus, and a succession of per-
formances from belated musical
geniuses.
With a creepy, and at times hu-
morous, Grim Reaper appearing
in every musical portrayal, there
appears to be a suggestion of the
correlationbetween Satan and the
untimely death of these famous
musicians. However, the plots
never became fully integrated, and
the storyline only seemed to string
along the series of musical acts.
These musical portrayals were
surely the highlight of the show.
Through performances oftheirmost
popular songs, the musicians who
depicted Kurt Cobain, Jeff Buckley,
Judy Garland, Jimi Hendrix, Buddy
Holly, Billie Holiday and many oth-
ers held the audience's attention.
Local singers and bands, fully com-
mitted to their roles, were able to
capture the essence oftheir charac-
ters' voices, bodies and styles. The
most notable performances came
from AJex and the Droops, who
were portraying Jim Morrison, and
Bonnie Cash's representation of Ja-
nis Joplin.
But as the night progressed, not
even these outstanding musical
numbers were enough to keep the
audience from growing restless.
Continuous technical difficulties
and the inability of cast members
to meet their cues resulted in an
inexcusable amount of dead time.
Performersbegan breaking charac-
ter and stage hands emerged from
backstage to attempt some damage
control.
As the last two hours dragged on,
the crowd began fidgeting, repeat-
edly talking, standing up to stretch,
taking bathroom breaks (there was
no intermission in this three hour
performance), and even leaving the
venue before the performance was
complete. The frustration shown by
the audience was a great contrast
to the original environment, which
had individuals dancing along on
their seats, tapping their feet with
the music and applauding after ev-
ery scene.
The cast offered some redemp-
tion as the performance drew to a
close. They were able to convince
some remaining audience mem-
bers to stand up and even dance
right up on stage. However, the
upbeat atmosphere upon conclu-
sion was short lived, as fire alarms
began to echo through the venue.
The audiencewas asked to exit im-
mediately, and left the venue with
memories of a performance that
had great potential, but was unable
to be effectively delivered.
Sydney Helland
FAIR DEAL - Portraying Dr. Faustus Jonny Riddim rejoices after having traded his immortal soul for the world.
Students experience Mozart
'Accessing the Arts' allows Laurier students the chance to take in the high culture of Don Giovanni
ARIEL KROON
CORD A&E
Opera. The word conjures to mind
images of elaborately-dressed sing-
ers sporting poofy costumes, clash-
ing with an even more extravagant
background and singing in a for-
eign language.
The overall opinion of opera
these days seems to be one of gen-
eral ambivalence, even derision,
and it's hard to find redeeming
qualities in an entertainment me-
diumthat many people have heard
of but have in fact never seen.
Let's face it: how many people,
when asked if they've ever seen an
opera, cite Phantom of the Opera?
Too many, that's for sure.
Thing is, opera venues these
days are often hard to find, or per-
haps just not in-your-face enough
to keep up with the mainstream
media.
Luckily, Accessing the Arts at
Laurier, a new initiative that aims
to promote the arts on campus, of-
fered tickets to the performance of
Mozart's Don Giovanniat Centre in
the Square this past Sunday.
Organized and facilitated by la-
son Shim, the opera tickets cost
only five dollars per student, and
provided the chance to attend one
of Mozart's best works.
Don Giovanni is the story of a
chronic womanizer; not just your
average love 'em and leave 'em
type, either. This man keeps a book
of his conquests, and therefore
knows exactly how many women
he's had: somewhere around the
two thousand mark.
The
opera tells the tale of his
downfall, beginning with him mur-
dering the Commendatore and
ending with his demise at the hands
of the Commendatore's vengeful
spirit.
In between, the Don attempts
to seduce anything and everything
with a skirt, escapes death several
times and is pursued through it all
by Donna Elvira, one of his previ-
ous amours with a vendetta.
Don Giovanni is quite unapolo-
getically a comedy, and thehumour
was not lost on the audience. Even
though the opera is in the original
Italian, English translations were
provided on an overhead.
Though it premiered in 1787, the
opera does not adhere to expecta-
tions of the stuffy politeness of the
time: it is, after all, a story about
sex. The humour is often bawdy
and raucous. Zerlina, a peasantgirl,
mainly sings songs of a salacious
nature.
Come
on,
what do
you expect
of a song entided "Bati, bati. (Beat
me, beat me)"? Throughout it all,
however, runs a darker note: Don
Giovanni's methods of seducing
on-stage can only be described as
forceful, and quite frankly he nearly
rapes Donna Annaand Zerlina.
The Centre in the Square produc-
tion was well-acted and accessible.
The audience was not detached
from the story, and, due to the ex-
pressiveness of the actors, some
of the longer arias were amusing
rather than boring.
Granted, a twenty-minute bal-
lad on a very simple theme—"l
don't want to marry you now; I'm
sad because of the death of my fa-
ther"—gets repetitive after a while,
no matter how genius the acting is,
but perhaps that's more Mozart's
fault thananyone else's.
The moving statue, fiends from
Hell and smoke machines more
than made up for that, however.
The climax of Don Giovanni was
fast-paced, exciting and incredibly
engaging.
It's safe to say that the inaugu-
ral edition of Accessing the Arts
at Laurier was, in short, a success.
These days, it's often hard to main-
tain interest in the fine arts; the K-
W Symphony's plight stands as a
testament to that sad fact.
However, the success of Don
Giovanni signifies a changing atti-
tude towards the more traditional
forms of entertainment. It seems
that there may be hope for the op-
era yet.
A&E
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Talented troubadour
In advance of his performance at the Starlight Lounge, Amos Lee speaks to
the Cord about life on the road, aggression and what he wants out of music
JOE TURCOTTE
A&E EDITOR
For most folk-rock singer-songwrit-
ers the chance to share the stage
with musicians like BobDylan, Paul
Simon and Merle Haggard would
be a dream come true. But for Blue
Note recording artist Amos Lee this
dream is his reality, and he's enjoy-
ing every moment of it.
This is especially important for
Lee, as it was a chance moment at
the Blue Note office that launched
his career. After fellow Blue Note
artist Norah Jones listened to Lee's
demo in the record company's of-
fices, she quickly hired the 29-year-
oldPhiladelphia, PA native to open
for her during her 2004 tour.
Following his stint with Jones,
Lee went on to tour with the afore-
mentioned idols and was featured
in the New York Times.
Now with the releaseof his soph-
omore album, Supply andDemand,
Lee is poised to break out and es-
tablish himselfas an artist.
"There's definitely a different
process
with the second album
compared to the first. People al-
ways want you to make hit records,
regardless of what kind of music
you
make. For me I'm a little bit
more focused now thanI was then,"
Lee says in a recent phone inter-
view with the Cord.
Having sold over a half million
copies of his self-titled debut, Lee
may be a more focused artist, al-
though he has quite a bit of success
to live up to. But for the talented
musician success is not necessarily
measured in the number of album
copies sold.
"It's all about making good al-
bums, that'sall I really want. And to
be able to tour and to play for peo-
ple and to connect with people on a
nightly basis," says the perpetually
touring Lee. "I feel like as a musi-
cian I have a job to play the songs
every night in a way that the fans
and the people who love the music
can really relate to it. That's what I
try to do every night."
After having toured steadily for
almost three years, Lee recognizes
that a constant barrage of tour-
ing can be draining and ultimately
damaging to the music. But as a
musiciandeeply-rooted in the folk-
rock tradition Lee recognizes tour-
ing as essential to the development
of his craft.
"It's definitely a demanding life-
style but I enjoy it overall. I really
think that it's good for me; it's good
for my temperament because it
keeps me busy. It keeps me search-
ing and trying to improve as a mu-
sician," Lee says
of his love for hit-
ting the road and performing. "I
don't approach the show in a very
rigid way. I try to keep it open and
interesting and exciting for myself
and the people playing with me.
The differencebetween nine out of
ten and ten out of ten is still really
important to me."
For the energetic and gracious
musician the chance to evolve his
craft is too much to pass up. Be-
cause of this commitment towards
progression Lee and his band
mates try to keep their live shows
fresh and exciting. "It's about try-
ing to keep everyone on their toes
a little bit. It still is a little bit im-
provizational for me. I think that
thebandand I can capture avibe or
a moment or something, and that's
the essence of it"
Lee's desire to tour and perform
means that his songwriting must
take place on theroadand between
performances. By immersing him-
self in the works and presence of
gifted songwriters Lee has seen his
skills develop as well.
"I've always felt like as a song-
writer, I like to be around good
songwriters because it makes me
challenge myself. Sometimes it
makes me hate myself, but it still
makes me challenge myself. It in-
forms me in a way that says 'wow
man, there's always great songs to
be sufig and great songs to
be writ-
ten,"' Lee says as he describes his
desire to keep improving.
Using his continuously devel-
oping talents, Lee usually chooses
not to become too autobiographi-
cal during his songs. Instead he
favours looking outwards and at-
tempting to recreate and tell the
stories of others. "I'm more inter-
ested in the collective stories that
people have, the people that I see
around me, the things I hear on TV.
I feel like my
life is incredibly bland
compared to what some people go
through. I just try to keep my heart
and my eyes open to what other
people are going through because
I know that my burden is not as
unique as it may seem at times."
By keeping his eyes open and
trying to empathize with others Lee
has been able to develop unique
insights about everyday events.
Not only does Lee try to look at the
small and simple matters of every-
day life, but because of his strong
social conscience he also tackles
broader political issues. On Sup-
ply andDemand's track "Freedom"
Lee crafts a strong and reverberat-
ing anthem that is a potent indict-
ment of unwarrantedaggression.
"It's about how people react to
feeling threatened. It's a real dif-
ficult question and I don't seem to
have the answer one way or
anoth-
er," he says.
"It's definitely possible that there
are times in life when you need to
defendyourself. But it's about what
kind ofcommitmentyou have"
With his
eyes
wide
open
and his
desire to become a better perform-
er,
artist and
person, Amos Lee is
the antithesis of the majority of ma-
jor pop-acts today.
Maybe it's his deep-rooted faith
in the power of folk-rock, or his
blue-collar Philadelphia back-
ground that makes Lee the kind of
musician who keeps the spirit and
power
of rock alive.
Contributed Photo
RESTING EASY - The hard-working Amos Lee takes a much needed
moment to lie around with one of his best friends.
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HOW TO PLAY: Fill in the blank squares so that each row / column and each
block of nine includes the numbers 1 to 9.
Cord Costume Contest
First place goes to the hilarious, posture-correct'Blue'from Old School.You're
The Cord's boy, Blue.The can o' beansand full-body uni-john set off the perfect
stance of the 'Blue'-blooded octogenarian. Second place is 'Spindly Spidey', a
costume not succeeding in accurracy so much as irony. If this guy had eight of
those tiny legs, he would actually look like a spider.
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Classifieds/Fun
Solid job to the entire Ed. Board on
creating one damn good product
...
Y'all at the HUB & Bookstore: stay
classy . . . to the family I never see any-
more, thanks for the dinner leftovers
that serve as my lunch.
It's keeping
me alive
...
really!
- Poli
Christmas Gift Wrappers
Creative individuals, locations: Down-
town Toronto, North York, Richmond
Hill, Thornhill. Managers to $10.50/
hour + bonuses. Wrappers to $8.85/
hour. Full/part-time, December 1-24.
416-533-9727 or www.torontowraps.
com.
Adventure: Teach English Over-
seas
TESOL cert, in 5 days. In-class/on-
line/corresp. Free info seminar Nov.
14 @ 4:3opm University of Waterloo,
Hagey Hall of the Humanities build-
ing, Room227. Call: 1-888-270-2941.
www.globaltesol.
Volunteerwith the Friends Pro-
gram
Vounteer a few hours weekly during
the school day and make a life long
difference to a child. Volunteers are
matched by the Canadian Mental
Health Association with children who
need additional support at school.
FRIENDS operates in partnership
with the local schoolboards and helps
children 4 to 15 years. Call 519-744-
7645x317.
10-10-940 Discount Long Distance
Service
Dial 10-10-940 before your long dis-
tance call. No contracts or signup.
Calls appear on local Bell bill. 3.9
cents/minute Canada, 4.9 cents/min-
ute. www.lolo94o.com for interna-
tional rates.
Need Computer Stuff?
Waterloo Networks is the student-vot-
ed #1 source for computer sales, ser-
vices, & networking. Don't get hosed
by the others, see us first. Across
from the AC 519-747-5979,
waterloonetworks.com.
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'«R» IS One Hour service on most j
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I 50 University Ave, W. I
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Ladies lacrosse on top
For the fourth year in a row, Laurier's female lacrosse team has come out
on top; and for the fourth year in a row, no one really cares.
While Laurier students are all too eager to paint themselves purple and
gold in support of our football players, it seems that the same students
can't even be bothered to attend a women's lacrosse game. The Lady
Hawks needlove too.
Too often our female athletes are overlooked in favour of their male
counterparts, and our women's lacrosse team's fourth consecutive OUA
championship is proof that it needs to stop. Now.
Since there are no female lacrosse varsity teams outside of Ontario —
save for McGill who plays in the Ontario league
— the OUA champion-
ships represent the highest level the ladies can achieve in their sport.
The lacrosse ladies have had unparalleled success for almost half a de-
cade
now,
and yet most students are completely oblivious to their accom-
plishments. What's worse, they're getting slighted by students and admin-
istrationalike. Even with almost $2 million in renovations to Alumni Field,
it was still left unusable to lacrosse teams because of parking concerns,
among
other things. You'd think with such an expensive project, there'dbe
some motivationto accommodate a team as stellar as ours, who've had to
makealternate arrangements for their practice space.
Last year, the LaurierBookstore was quick to "sell the pride" by display-
ing Laurierfootball's Yates and VanierCups when they won; yet three days
after the lacrosse team claimedvictory, their trophy is nowhereto be seen
in the Bookstore's window.
The problem is certainly not exclusive to our campus. Women's sports
are consistently thrown into the shadows whilemen take the spotlight, on
a university, regional and national level.
A four-time winner of the OUA championship deserves more of our
campus's attention.Perhaps ifthe winning team was playing on our brand
newathletic field, students wouldbe more likely to attend gamesand sup-
port the team.
Or perhaps the onus should be on Laurier Athletics to offer more pro-
motion for women's lacrosse, so it has a fighting chance for recognition
during the football season.
Whatever the case, WLU should take a few moments to peel its gaze
from the high-profile football field and give our women's lacrosse team
the congrats of which a four-peat is worthy.
Symphony cultural gem
A standing ovation is definitely in
order. Thanks to over 1,400 gener-
ous donations, the Kitchener Wa-
terloo Symphony (KWS) has been
given a second chance, although its
troubles are far from over. With the
new influx of cash, some financial
reorganization needs to take place,
which is exactly what the chair of
the symphony board, Bob Astley,
plans to do.
It is absolutely vital that the sym-
phony's board takes the precau-
tions necessary to ensure this type
of situation never occurs again. The
symphony represents an important
part of Waterloo's cultural commu-
nity and is a point ofpride, although
many are unaware of this cultural
gem. The KWS needs to position it-
self against the movie theatres and
big name concerts to offer citizens
a taste of culture in a world of ho-
mogenized entertainment.
And, as students, we need to rec-
ognize the value and privilege that
exists in our access to a profession-
al symphony down the street.
It is also gravely important to
both students and faculty in the
music department for experience
and job opportunities.
Supporting our symphony starts
here on campus. Pop in to the free
Music at Noon concerts available
Tuesdays in the Maureen Forrest-
er Hall. Take note of the faculty of
music's seasonal performances, its
opera and its own symphony or-
chestra. With a music department
that rivals many in the country, we
have unprecedented talent avail-
able at our fingertips.
The more we praise and appreci-
ate our own musicians on campus,
the more they will carry on the ar-
tistic tradition that provides the
integral balance and well-round-
edness of citizens of the Waterloo
Region.
These unsigned editorials were agreed upon by at least two-thirds of The
Cord's editorialboardand do not necessarily reflect the views of The Cord's
volunteers, staff or WLJJSP.
Opinion
The 'winter blues'
could actually be SAD
Symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) seem like normal
afflictions for undergrads, but we shouldn't rely on drugs to fix them
SYDNEY HELLAND
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
As the days get shorter and colder,
it's common to feel a bit down,
but can the weatheractually make
you depressed? The answer is yes.
Think about it: when was the last
time you opened your blinds in
the morning to find a torrential
downpour and thought "my, what
a marvelous, happy day?" Well,
there is a genuine, natural reason
for that. SeasonalAffective Disor-
der (SAD) is a type of depression
caused by the shortening of day-
light hours and the lack of sun-
light in winter. It is generally ap-
parent during the winter months,
primarily December, January and
February, but now in the late au-
tumn months is when the symp-
toms begin to be felt.
Symptoms include oversleep-
ing, lethargy, increased appetite,
anxiety, irritability and depres-
sion. Although these sound nor-
mal for the average university stu-
dent, they can actually be signs of
SAD. But before you self-diagnose
and hop on the pharmaceutical
bandwagon, consider an alterna-
tive approach to battling the win-
ter blues.
Because SAD is caused natu-
rally, there are obviously natural
ways to help lessen the symptoms,
most of which are quite obvious.
WLU psychology professor Dr.
Donald Morgenson says, "We are
light seeking creatures... we lean
toward the sun as all life does."
In suggesting ways to reduce the
symptoms of SAD, Morgenson
explains that the clear answer is
to get as much sun as you can, as
difficult as it can be for students.
He suggests such things as waking
up for the morning sun, going for
a walk, and taking Vitamin D, "the
sunshine vitamin"
The tendency to rely on
anti-depressants and other
pharmaceutical drugs to treat
depression and oversleeping has
increased in the past decade.
The West has definitely become
overmedicated.
Although this may sound like the
advice
you generally get from your
parents, it is the best solution. Eat-
ing welland being exposed to day-
light are part of a cycle the body
has been used to for thousands of
years. As
the body receives less ex-
posure to light during the day, the
body assumes it is night and wants
to sleep, leading to the symptoms
ofSAD, especially depression.
The tendency to rely on anti-
depressants and other pharma-
ceutical drugs to treat depression
and oversleeping has certainly
increased in the past decade. Be-
cause pharmaceutical companies
influence doctors to prescribe
their product, the West has defi-
nitely become overmedicated,
and the use of drugs to treat any-
thing and everything seems to
be unquestioned. However with
something like SAD, one needs
only to change a few things in
their daily life.
Although taking a pill or two ev-
eryday really is the easy way out,
it just seems unnecessary to put
chemicals in your body when all
you need is a little sunshine. No
level of Paxil, Prozac or Zoloft can
replace the ben-
eficial qualities of
simply being out-
side during the
day.
Morgenson
continues to say
"there have been
case studies of
people who have
really been called a
bear because they
really shouldn't be
up
and around, they should be hi-
bernating because they just get so
miserable." He goes on to say "it's
hard to distinguish normal grizzli-
ness as opposed to a depression
which is quite legitimate."
Therefore it is important to
know how
you are feeling and
understand that as you begin to
spend more time indoors due to
the cooler weather, it will affect
your mood. But this year,
instead
of filling a prescription, try tak-
ing the natural approach. Move
your desk closer to your
window,
take the occasional stroll around
the block and up your
Vitamin D
intake. Morgenson expresses
that
although exercise is important,
"take time to be idle... forget your
daytimers and just relax and
be
good to yourself."
Emilie Joslin
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What's
a BA
worth?
DAVID SHORE
NO RELATION TO PAULY
It's not easy being an arts student.
I don'tknow how many timespeo-
ple have asked me what program I'm
taking at school, only for me to reply
that I'm in general arts.Their response
is always the same. "And just whatare
you going to do with that once you're
done?" usually followed by a self-sat-
isfied little chuckle. Aside from the
arts profs and my fellow arts students,
the entire world seems to think that
a broad education in the humanities
has gonethe way of the cassette tape.
Rather, it is business or science that
we should be pursuing. It's all well
and good to read classical poetry or
study the French revolution, but once
you get out into the "real world" that
stuff just doesn't matter. The idea of
a higher education is dead, and has
been replaced by the idea of a higher
salary. This is the ideology that has
consumed modern education.
And this ideology is evident no-
where more than in the department
ofbusiness. Currently, first year busi-
ness students are working on a new
venture assignment. The goal of the
project is to come up with a business
idea that hasn't been done before,
and figure out a way to make money
off of it. In essence, students begin
their university education by learn-
ing how to manipulate the market in
their favour and reap as much profit
as possible.
Meanwhile, students of the arts
cannot help but become aware of the
political, ethical, environmental, and
cultural dangers of capitalism. It is,
of course, the headline story of our
era; the wars our capitalist system has
caused, the change in climate our un-
yielding consumption has incurred,
and the widening gap between the
rich and the poor. Only an education
in the humanities gives students an
understanding of the complex issues
our world is facing.
These issues and concepts are for
the most part overlooked in a conven-
tional business education. Biz kids
are spared from learning the broader
political and social issues which sur-
round their discipline. After all, an
understanding of the problems plagu-
ing third world nations or a mastery
of moral reasoning hardly helps one
gain the competitive edge in the busi-
ness world.
The Economist argues that this is
not the fault of business schools, but
of other disciplines. It argues that
schools must teach the most com-
prehensive business theories in order
to properly prepare their students,
and none of the humanities or social
sciences have produced theories ca-
pable of rivaling economic concepts.
Although this is true, it still doesn't
begin to address the larger problem at
hand.
In this modern age of rapid global-
ization, of AIDS pandemics and of
wars on terrorism, we need more out
of our CEOs and entrepreneurs than
just being able to maximize profits.
Now, when '
large corpo-
rations have
more influence
than govern-
ments, businesses
will have an enor-
mous role to play in
securing our future
prosperity.
For this, our future
business leaders will
need motivatorsother than
the fattening oftheirwallets,
We will need people skilled in
business management, yet
also
well versed in communication
skills, in knowledge of political, so-
cial and economic issues. As well as
specialization, we should equally en-
courage education in the humanities.
It is something that our business
program is beginning to do. All Lau-
rier business students are required to
take one course in business ethics,
making students aware of some of
the moral complications of busi-
ness management. But we still
have a long way to go to bring
back the positive image of a lib-
eral arts education.
A positive image for humani-
ties will be essential for the fu-
ture. Rather than just learning
howto run successful businesses,
we need to learn how to run suc-
cessful communities and success-
ful lives. For this our mentality must
be changed. Let's put on hold our
pursuit of a higher salary, and bring
back into the foreground the idea of a
higher education.
Letters to the Editor
Wikipedia a Good Start
David Shore's article on Wikipedia in
the October 18issue ofthe Cord accu-
rately covered the needfor students to
balance the merits and pitfalls of this
online phenomenon. Whilethere are
more nuances to the Nature-Britanni-
ca debate than Shore covers in his ar-
ticle, I agree withhim that itis a "great
way to get background information
on just about anything." As a librar-
ian, I am acutely aware of the pitfalls
°112 relying an any single source. The
serious student researcher who is
willing to move beyond Wikipedia,
Google, and the free web will find
that the Laurier Library has access
to incredible amounts of "acceptable
source [s] for academic research."
" Greg Sennema / electronic services
librarian
Walking the Anti-SemiteLine
Josh Otis is, apparently, too polite
to say this, so I will: in taking a gra-
tuitous swipe at Israel's non-recog-
nition of the Armenian genocide
- which recognition (though surely
laudable) has only been made by 22
countries- Yusuf Faqiri's October 18
column flirts with an anti-Semitic
style of debate. Mr. Faqiri's Septem-
ber 13 column is similarly reckless,
and indicative of a worrying trend.
To be clear, criticism ofIsrael is not
anti-Semitic- there is much forwhich
the Israeli government ought to
be
held to account, and those who criti-
cize it have every right to do so. And,
indeed, the charge of anti-Semitism,
in any context, is
not one to be made
lighdy, and not one that I would
feel
comfortableleveling at Mr. Faqiri.
But to single out Israel from the
170 UN member states that do not
recognize the Armenian genocide
mirrors the tactics of anti-Semites.
Rather than go out
of his way to
smear Israel, why did he not instead
criticize our Canadian government,
which is now backpedaling on its
earlier recognition of the genocide
and telling the Turkish ambassador
that Canada will convene a "study"
into the events in Armenia of 1915?
Mr. Faqiri's September 13 column,
discussing last summer's conflict in
Lebanon, comes dangerously close to
judging Israeli actions against an im-
possibly high standard, to which no
country could measure up. He makes
no mention of Israel's extraordinary
efforts to reduce civilian casualties
-
which went so far as dropping pam-
phlets warning Lebanese civilians of
impending attacks, thus allowing Hez-
bollahfighters to escape, and kill more
Israelis. Instead, Mr. Faqiri decries
Israel's (and only Israel's) "atrocities"
and "war crimes," convenientiy elid-
ing the fact that the only war crimes
of the conflict were those committed
by Hezbollah fighters who cowardly
launched attacks from the midst
of vulnerable civilian populations.
I sincerely hope that Mr. Faqiri
takes greater care in future columns
to avoid employing argumentative
tactics ofsuch questionable pedigree.
-Joel Fleming
Pussy Problems
The cat should live.
-Kyle Huntington
Letters Policy:
All letters to the editor mustbe
signed and submitted with the
author's name, student identifi-
cation number, and telephone
number. Letters must be received
by 12:00pm Monday via email
to letters@cordweekly.com or
through our website at www.
cordweekly.com.Letters must not
exceed 350 words.
The Cord reserves the right to
edit
any letter for brevity and clar-
ity. Spelling and grammarwill be
corrected. The Cord reserves the
right to reject any letter, in whole
or in part.The Cord reserves the
right to not publish material that
is deemedto be libelous or in
contraventionwith the Cord's
Code of Ethics or journalistic
standards.
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Technology isolates communities
With services like You Tube, Facebook and MSN, individuals are losing face-to-face contact in favour of technological walls
JILL HARRINGTON
NO SEX IN THE LOO
Do you
know the girl next door?The
influence of the global community
breaks us away from the personal
community that was so important
to our ancestors. We can no longer
name every house on every street
and who has lived there for the past
50 years. We couldprobably Google
it and find out, but is that at all the
same thing? Is it the knowledge
we want or the relationships we
desire?
In conversation, we are more
likely in today's age to use MSN or
the phone before going into face-
to-face interaction. As a genera-
tion, we are so connected to those
people we met inkindergarten that
we have a harder timeletting others
join our circle. Unless we are forced
into relationships or have similar
experiences, our neighbours prob-
ably have no clue who we are. We
maintain relationships over time
and distance via the global com-
munity and therefore feel less re-
quired to start new ones.
In the past, people came in and
out of other's lives, yet, while they
were there, the interactionwas per-
sonal. The relationships they held
were deeper and the letter from
that individualnot so expected.
We fear the personal or inti-
mate relationships of face-to-face
communication, and sometimes
even the phone. We rely heavily on
MSN and e-mail to connect with
our peers. Have you ever ignored
someone who was with you in or-
der to have an MSN conversation,
saying "one sec?"
The seconds pass by, and we be-
come engulfed into this electronic
world. Our ability to network with
people all over the world and hold
relationships with those individu-
als is causing a barrier for us to
connect personally with the people
who surround us in everyday life.
We watch YouTube insteadof the
news. YouTube is influencing our
community in such as way that it
ends
up on
the news and the news
on YouTube. We most likely do not
read the local paper.
Perhaps you are bored if you're
reading this right now whileyou sit
and wait for your next class to start.
You would prefer to go home and
choose your news online. Our news
has become what we find interest-
ing and entertaining. There is no
longer loyalty to what goeson in the
space that surrounds our personal
world. We have most likely not
been to a local comedy night, the
K-W Symphony, or a local sports
game (minus Hawks football). We
share moments globally over the
Internet, so the whole world has
access. Our next-door neighbours
never saw us do anything, unless
they saw it on YouTube.
Facebook is our new community
centre. We are virtual individuals,
with names, sayings and pictures:
we are no longer tangible or sen-
sory; we are merely virtual beings.
Do we really exist? The ability to
have a global community allows us
to interactwith a numberof people
all over the world and at one time.
Our community centre has become
the Facebook homepage, filling us
in with the latest gossip, relation-
ships, and parties. We no longer
meet for tea or coffee; we sit athome
and watch life instead of partaking
in it as a physical community.
We pick and choose who we want
to know, in what capacity, and can
delete them from our lives with a
mere click of a mouse.
Our ability to communicate has
grown so substantially that we be-
gin to disassociate with those in
our own community. Can we name
those who live next to us, what they
do or anything about them at all?
Facebook has become the connec-
tion to our community of peers. We
no longer put up posters or have
phone trees, but in a matter of sec-
onds everyone knows who is hav-
ing a party and all the details about
it.
This seems wonderful at the time
and we are so proud of ourselves
for being connected to so many
people. However, if Facebook were
down for a day and you were hav-
ing a party, who would you tell?
How well do you really know the
people in your own community?
We are so reliant on today's tech-
nology thatwe forget those who are
next to us. The problem is that the
global world allows us to become
aware of issues affecting people all
over the world, but our reliance on
it distracts us from the things hap-
pening in our own community. It
is important that we stop and look
at diose who surround us, if there
is ever a chance to find the girl next
door.
letters@cordweekly.com
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HOWDY NEIGHBOUR - Some people don't even know their next door neighbours because of the isolating effects of technology.
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Need Cash?!
The Alumni Relations Dept. is looking for a senior student to
coordinate all promotions for the Alumni Mosaik™ MasterCard ®
Program, which includes supervising and organizing a promotional team.
Qualifications:
• Strong leadership & organizational skills
• Personality and confidence
• Demonstrated ability to take initiative
•
Must be available from November until April, 2007
Compensation: Base salary plus a generous commission
as.
To apply, send your cover letter and resume to
T A*
in
DjUD
alumni@wlu.ca by Wednesday, November 8 @ 4:30.
Different * Strobes
FOR OPEN-MINDED ADULTS
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PH 519. 746.1500
WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE _•_
PLENTY OF PARKING. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
Americans aren't all bad
Historically, Americans are Canadians' best friends
so we should build bridges, not walls, with them
STEVE NILES
DEVIL'S ADVOCATE
The recent controversy involving
American Congressman Mark Fol-
ey
has once again highlighted the
apparent dysfunction of the Ameri-
can government.
For those who are unaware ofthe
issue at hand, Congressman Foley
engaged in sexually explicit and
solicitative e-mails with, but not
limited to, a male
congressional page.
As the scandal played out in Sep-
tember and throughout October,
many news organizations in the
United States asked if itwould cost
the Republicans control of con-
gress. What an absurd question:
of course it won't. Everything else
will.
Voters should not be quick to
forget the war that has cost nearly
3,000 American and tens of thou-
sands ofIraqi lives. Nor should they
forget the largest national debt in
the history of the country, despite
All too often do I hear young
Canadians criticizing America and
its people, even going as far as to
say they hate our neighbours to
the south. These individuals have
a view ofhistory that is far too
narrow.
Bill Clinton leaving the largest sur-
plus in American history.
Then there's the mishandling of
Hurricane Katrina relief, the inac-
tion to fix the social security pro-
gram, scandals involving Republi-
can lobbyist Jack Abramoff and the
vice-president shooting his hunting
buddy in the face.
In light of all the available criti-
cism towards our neighbours to
the south, Canadians must remem-
ber a few things: first, the much-
maligned nation that we so often
criticize is truly our greatest friend
and ally; second, an examination
of the numbers shows that support
for George Bush is not unanimous;
and finally, we must realize that it is
not fair for us to generalize a nation
based on their leader.
As a former British colony, Can-
ada naturally looked to the mother
country for support and shelter.
This all changed at the onset of the
second world war in which Great
Britain was weak and could not
guarantee protection for us.
The United States, in an act of
mutual benefit, took us under her
wing and ensured the safety of the
Canadianmainland. Ever since, the
United States has been our largest
trading partner and political ally.
If Great Britain is our parent,
the United States is our older and
stronger cousin that we look up to.
It has always been there for us, and
at their moment of weakness, who
are we as a nation to
leave without offer-
ing any support?
In 2000, roughly
one hundred mil-
lion Americans vot-
ed in the election,
which represents
just better than
one-third of the to-
talpopulation at the
time.
Of all those votes, slightly less
than half of the popular vote went
to the Republican Party and George
W. Bush. Therefore, only fifty mil-
lion of the three-hundred million
Americans voted for Bush, or one
in six people. Hardly seems fair to
lump them all together, does it?
In this country, individuals that
are adamantly against Stephen
Harper seem to have distanced
themselves from their leader, so
why can we not let Americans do
that as well?
The people may elect politicians,
but that does not mean they repre-
sent all individuals, and in the case
of George W., he barely represents
a third.
All too often do I hear young Ca-
nadians criticizing America and its
people, even going as far as to say
they hate our neighbours to the
south.
These individuals have a view
of history that is far too narrow. If
disdain for America is rooted in
a dislike of Bush, what about the
other 200 years he did not run the
country?
Let us not forget American in-
novation has given us nearly all
the technologies we enjoy in our
homes.
Let us also not forget the millions
of war dead that fought to protect
our freedoms and the freedoms of
millions around the world, and let
us not forget who, on more than
one occasion, has been more than
happy to help us in a time of need.
Americans have been our best
friends for decades now and we
truly rely on them for the advan-
tages we have today.
Our privileged place in theworld
is due to our alliance with the most
powerful nation on earth. When a
friend makes a mistake, one should
not criticize and then lambaste
their decision whenever given the
opportunity.
True friends stand by each other
no matter what they do. They may
disagree on theirrespective actions,
but they never turn their backs on
one another.
As a generation of young Cana-
dians, we should not be building
walls but bridges with our Ameri-
can friends.
So next time you
look at Bush and
begin to froth with rage, remember
that he is just one man in a sea of
people.
Ifall else fails, mark November4,
2008 on your
calendarand pray for
anotherClinton in Washington.
letters@cordweekly. com
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USA IS A-OK - We should be proud of our American neighbours, because clearly they aren't proud enough.
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'"'IBBIIBL JH I"The Laurier MBA is a learning experience that will last me a lifetime"
Vitra RamSingh, MBA 2005, Investment Manager, AIC Financial Group
*ifc Full-time MBA with Co-op Option
• Integrity of the Full-Content Laurier MBA Degree • Available at our Waterloo Campus
• Full time study with two Co-op work terms • 20 month duration starting August 2007 • No work experience required
INFORMATION SESSION "TB" AT II) I I ?T^
Thursday,November2,2oo6 | |X | || I X «553E3K»
Wilfrid Laurier University JSL FPAiIAHISfC MBA Formats: Full-Time One Year
Schlegel Building, SBE 2250 DUvlllvwv Ot LvUIIUIIIIww Full-Time with Co-op | Part-Time Evenings
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